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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, metal recycling and recovery from spent battery waste has become an area 

receiving much attention from the research community and environmentalists. With the rapid 

electrification of vehicles, battery manufacturing has increased in the presence of limited 

resources. Therefore, efficient and environmentally benign means of reusing the resources in 

spent battery waste is crucial for sustainability. Thus, this study was conducted with the 

objective of recovering critical metals: cobalt and nickel, using adsorption from the black mass.  

Several characterization studies such as XRD, TGA, N2 sorption, SEM-EDS, ATR-IR and 

NMR were conducted for black mass and the adsorbents: Amberlite IRC-748 and Zr-MOF-

808 to identify their properties. The batch adsorption experiments were conducted to determine 

the effects of pH, contact time, temperature, initial metal concentration, and liquid-solid ratio. 

MOF-808-EDTA showed the highest Ni2+ uptake from MOF-808 analogues considered with 

an adsorption capacity of 27.4 mg g-1 and 90 times selectivity for Ni2+ compared to Co2+ in 

simulated mixed solution. Amberlite IRC-748 showed better adsorption in as received sodium 

form compared to the treated form and over 99 % removal for Ni2+ and Co2+ in simulated black 

mass metal solution. Moreover, Amberlite IRC-748 exhibited consistent adsorption capacities 

for the 3 adsorption cycles considered.  
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NiMH             Nickel-Metal Hydride 

NMR              Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

MOF               Metal Organic Frameworks 

MTZ               Mass Transfer Zone 

PMMA           Polymethyl methacrylate 

PVDF             Polyvinylidene fluoride  

REE                Rare Earth Elements 

SALE             Solvent Assisted Ligand Exchange 

SBU               Secondary Building Units 

SEM-EDS      Scanning Electron Microscope-Energy Dispersive 

TGA               Thermogravimetric Analysis 

UiO                 Universitetet i Oslo 

UV                 Ultra Violet 

XRD              X-Ray Diffraction 

XRF               X-Ray Fluoresce
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cobalt and nickel are critical transition d-block metals used in various applications. Cobalt is 

used in electrode production in batteries, super-alloys, magnets, catalysts, pigments, 

pharmaceuticals, and drying agents. Similarly, nickel is used in stainless steel and alloys, 

coatings, and electrodes, especially nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) batteries (Henckens & 

Worrell, 2020). It is estimated that global reserves of cobalt and nickel are 7.1 and 94 million 

metric tons, respectively (U.S. Geological Survey, 2021). Cobalt has become a cost-

determining factor in battery manufacturing because of its scarcity compared to the other 

elements used in batteries (Sun et al., 2019).  

LIB and NiMH batteries are rechargeable batteries used as energy storage in many electrical 

appliances, smartphones, and electric vehicles due to their reasonable energy density and cycle 

life (Etacheri et al., 2011; Rodrigues & Mansur, 2010). However, the usage of NiMH batteries 

has reduced significantly due to the higher self-discharge rate (Liang et al., 2019). 

According to the estimates, 11 million Metric tons of LIBs will reach the end of life between 

now and 2030 and less than 5% are being recycled (Jacoby, 2019, p. 30). The heavy metals in 

these batteries will enter the food chain and may threaten human health (F. Guo et al., 2012). 

Recovery of these metals are essential due to the large number of spent NiMH batteries 

resulting from battery useful lifetime of two years (Meshram et al., 2017; Pradhan et al., 2021). 

Therefore, this study focuses on separating and recovering cobalt and nickel from spent 

batteries to limit the usage of new resources and prevent untreated disposal. 

A detailed literature review was conducted to identify the research gap and objectives. 

Amberlite IRC-748 is a resin which has the potential to uptake divalent metal ions. Similarly, 

Zr-MOF-808 and its modified form of Zr-MOF-808-EDTA have been used in metal uptake 

studies. Therefore, a metal solution was prepared from the crushed electrode material of the 

spent battery waste to investigate the potential of metal uptake by Amberlite IRC-748 and Zr-

MOF-808 types. Several acids, such as phosphoric acid, sulphuric acid and organic acids citric 

and tartaric, which showed the potential of leaching efficiently, were used to determine a stable 

media for the adsorbents. Laboratory scale experiments were conducted according to the 

methodology developed to achieve the aforementioned objectives. The metal uptake 

experiments were conducted initially in simulated solutions due to the limited availability of 

ICP-OES for the metal concentration analysis in the leachates. The effects of pH, temperature,  
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and liquid-solid ratio were analyzed to determine the metal uptakes together with adsorption 

kinetics and isotherm studies. This thesis report is a combination of seven sections. 

1. Introduction 

2. Literature review and theory 

3. Materials and methods 

4. Results and discussions 

5. Error analysis 

6. Conclusions 

7. Recommendations 

Note the following terminologies used in the thesis. 

Black mass: Crushed electrode material of the spent battery waste 

MOF-808: Zirconium MOF-808  

Resin: Amberlite IRC-748  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY 

This section included a detailed literature review of the metal recovery from spent battery 

waste and materials used for metal recoveries, such as resins and MOF-808, with relevant 

theoretical backgrounds.    

2.1 Structure of LIB and NiMH 

Overall, the Li-ion batteries consist of 5–20% cobalt,5–10% nickel, 5–7% lithium, 15% organic 

compounds and 7% plastics which may slightly vary depending on the producer (Ordoñez et 

al., 2016). The rechargeable Li-ion batteries are made of an anode and cathode to convert the 

stored chemical energy to electrical energy. The anode is graphite coated on copper foil. The 

cathode is of layered LiCoO2, LiNiO2 or LiMn2O4 on Al foil and non-aqueous liquid 

electrolyte(Bruce et al., 2008; Chagnes & Pospiech, 2013; Chagnes & Swiatowsk, 2012). These 

active electrode materials are attached to the foils using a binder. Because of its 

thermoresistance and non-reactive properties, the widely used binder is Polyvinylidene fluoride 

(PVDF). Polyethene(PE) or polypropylene (PP) is used as the separator to prevent the short 

circuit of the two electrodes (X. Zeng et al., 2014). The commonly used cathode layering 

material is LiCoO2 which makes up 90% of the cathode while containing 7–8% of acetylene 

black and 3–4% of the organic binder (Y. Guo et al., 2016). The material, LiNixCoyMn1-x-yO2 

has become the best choice for cathode materials due to its stable structure, higher capacity of 

discharge, lower cost and better cyclic performance (Zheng et al., 2018). The electrolyte 

consists of high dielectric constant salts of lithium such as LiPF6, LiBF4, LiCF3SO3, or 

Li(SO2CF3)2 dissolved in organic solvents such as dimethyl sulfoxide, propylene carbonate, 

and ethylene carbonate (Chagnes & Pospiech, 2013; X. Zeng et al., 2014).  

At present, five LIB technologies are available with different cathode compositions; lithium 

cobalt oxide (LCO), lithium nickel manganese cobalt (NMC), lithium nickel cobalt aluminium 

(NCA), lithium iron phosphate (LFP), and lithium manganese oxide(LMO)(Azevedo et al., 

2018). 
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               Figure 2.1. LIB cathode material composition trend (Azevedo et al., 2018) 

As shown in Figure 2.1, the global trend is to reduce the amount of cobalt content in the LIBs 

by moving from NMC 622 to NMC 811 and ultimately to NMC 9.5.5 (nickel 9 parts, 

manganese 0.5 parts, and cobalt 0.5 parts). 

The NiMH battery consists of a porous polymer impregnated cathode as a mechanical support 

and a current collector with a nickel paste containing nickel hydroxide as the active material 

and electrode stabilizing additives, a polymer impregnated anode with the mixture of metal 

ions capable of hydride formation, a plastic separator, and a concentrated potassium hydroxide 

solution with minor constituents as the electrolyte. The porous electrode substrate acts as 

mechanical support for the active material and a current collector. Cobalt, calcium, and zinc 

are added in small quantities to improve the efficiency of the material and the electrical 

conductivity (Fila et al., 2019; Scott, 2009). NiMH batteries contain valuable metals such as 

nickel 33%, cobalt 3% and Rare Earth Elements (REE) 10% as hydrides in the anode. 

2.2 Environmental impacts and challenges 

Cobalt is obtained as a byproduct of mining of copper and nickel currently. The main supplier 

of global cobalt minerals is the Democratic Republic of the Congo, which accounted 

approximately for 54% of production in 2016, while China (∼8 %), Canada (∼5 %) and 

Australia (∼5 %) (van den Brink et al., 2020) The table 2.1 indicates the leading countries of 

mine production of cobalt in 2019 (U.S. Geological Survey, 2021). 
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Table 2.1. Mine production of cobalt distribution in 2019 

Country Mine production (Metric tons) 

The Democratic Republic of the 

Congo 

100000 

Russia 6300 

Australia 5740 

Philippine 5100 

Cuba 3800 

World total 144000 

 The rapid transformation toward clean energy has increased the demand for cobalt, and 

concerns are arising about whether cobalt resources can fulfil the requirements without any 

scarcity (Z. Chen et al., 2020). This concern has grown into a severe problem due to mining-

related problematic situations such as the use of child labour and pollution in mining sites in 

the democratic republic of Congo, where over 50% of the global cobalt mining activities are 

carried out (van den Brink et al., 2020). The concentration of available cobalt mines in a few 

countries and their rapid depletion will create a scarcity in cobalt supplies in the near future. 

Therefore, the technological and management aspects of cobalt recovery need to be enhanced, 

making the necessary investments.  

The inappropriate disposal of spent batteries would cause serious environmental problems such 

as heavy metal contamination, global warming due to incineration and an increase in terrestrial 

ecotoxicology potential due to the release of hazardous materials on both ground and 

underground. The REE mining and processing results in a significant environmental impact by 

accumulating in soil, bioaccumulating in plants, and entering the upper levels of the food chain.  

Spent battery recycling and recovery processes also have their means of impacting the 

environment. The pyrometallurgy and hydrometallurgy processes of extracting metals increase 

global warming and human toxicity potential, respectively. There is also a high impact on 

global warming due to the transportation of spent batteries to recycling facilities (Boyden et 

al., 2016).  

Nickel is mined mainly from Sulfide ores compared to the laterite ores, which is the other main 

source of nickel. These ores are typically low grade as sulfide ores, and laterite ores contain 

0.2%-2% and 1.0%-1.6% nickel, respectively (Henckens & Worrell, 2020). Therefore, the 

mining and refining process is highly energy-intensive. This may lead to emit high amount of 
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greenhouse gases if the source of energy is a fossil fuel. In addition, nickel mining and refining 

may also destruct habitats and pollute water and soil. 

Table 2.2 indicates the leading countries of mine production of nickel in 2019 (U.S. Geological 

Survey, 2021).  

Table 2.2. Mine production of nickel distribution in 2019 

Country Mine production (Metric tons) 

Indonesia 853000 

Philippines 323000 

Russia 279000 

New Caledonia 208000 

Canada 181000 

World Total 2610000 

 

The mine production of nickel showed a better distribution among the countries without 

localizing to a single country compared to the mine production of cobalt. 

2.3 Economic aspects of metal recovery 

The recovered metals from spent battery waste can be used in various applications. The 

possibility of using recovered metals again in battery manufacturing provides a direct incentive 

for battery manufacturers to recycle spent batteries. The recycling process costs come under 

the categories of fixed costs and variable costs, including the costs of technology and material 

costs, respectively. Based on cost-benefit analysis, the recovered metals decrease the raw 

material costs. Thus the hydrometallurgy recovered Lithium-cobalt oxide lithium and nickel 

cobalt manganese oxide, save 41% and 13% of virgin raw material costs (Steward et al., 2019). 

These benefits can be further increased by recovering more pure and higher value metals in 

higher quantities. The economic analysis also considers other benefits, such as positive impacts 

on the environment and society due to recycling as a result of reducing potential risks of 

untreated discharge of spent battery waste (Harper et al., 2019).  

2.4 State of the art of metal recovery from black mass 

Metal recovery has become a trending global research area because of the economic value of 

metals in spent metal equipment, the depletion of available metal resources and environmental 

concerns regarding the disposal of spent metals. The final objective of the metal recovery 
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process is the sustainable utilization of resources and pollution mitigation. The recovery 

process focuses on capturing the required components by separating them from the other 

materials (J. Wang et al., 2021). The recovery process is divided into three sections: 

pretreatment, extraction, and separation of metals, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Figure 2.2. Process flow diagram of metal recovery from LIB 

In LIBs, the metals copper, aluminium, and iron are in an elemental state, while cobalt, lithium 

and nickel are combined (X. Zeng et al., 2014). According to the process block diagram, the 

easily detachable parts of the spent Li-ion battery, such as plastic, copper, aluminium, iron and 

carbon, are separated in the pretreatment process from the combined metals. The combined 

metals can be extracted from the pretreated black mass using pyrometallurgy, hydrometallurgy, 

and bio-metallurgy. The extracted metals can then be separated by metal-specific techniques 

such as adsorption, precipitation and electrolysis to isolate the target metals.  

2.4.1 Pretreatment 

The spent LIBs can still contain residual charges. The Li metal is subjected to radical oxidation 

due to mechanical shock by overcharging when exposed to air, causing a blow-up (X. Zeng et 

al., 2014). Therefore, the battery needs to be discharged before carrying out any treatment to 

prevent short-circuiting or self-ignition (Li Li et al., 2011; Li Li et al., 2012). The discharging 

Pretreatment 

(Discharging, Dismantling and Crushing) 

Metal extraction 

(Pyrometallurgy,hydrometallurgy,biometallurgy) 

Product metal separation 

(Adsorption,precipitation,electrolysis.) 

black mass 

  Plastic, Al, Fe, Cu, C 

Slag, Waste gas, Wastewater 

Energy, Reagents, 

micro-organisms 

Recovered Co, Ni, Li 
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process is carried out by connecting to a discharger until the battery is discharged below 0.1 V 

(Ku et al., 2016). Also, complete discharging can be achieved by adding 5 %(w/w) NaCl 

solution, deionized water washing, and drying or soaking in 1 mol L-1 NaCl solution for 12 h 

(M.-M. Wang et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2020).  

The dismantling is carried out manually or by physical processes using gravity or magnetism. 

The plastic case is cut and removed. The metallic shell cover was immersed in liquid nitrogen 

for 4 min and fixed in a lathe before being cut open for safety. The battery’s internal parts are 

taken out, and the both the electrodes are dried at 60 °C for 24 h and scraped to remove the 

attached metals from copper foil and the Al foil (Dorella & Mansur, 2007; Li Li et al., 2012). 

The separated materials are crushed in a CO2 atmosphere to evaporate volatile organic 

components (Georgi-Maschler et al., 2012). The combined metals obtained are treated further 

to separate from other components such as copper, aluminium, and carbon. 

2.4.2 Metal extraction 

In the metal extraction process, solid-state metal compounds are transformed into their solution 

or alloy form. This process enhances the removal of cathode and anode materials on aluminium 

and copper foils. Several methods are used for the metal extraction process: pyrometallurgy, 

hydrometallurgy, and biometallurgy. The review by (Zheng et al., 2018) indicated that 

hydrometallurgy is the prominent method due to considerable recovery and purity of products.  

2.4.3 Pyrometallurgy 

Pyrometallurgy refers to the metal recovery processes under thermal treatment with chemical 

reactions at high temperatures. It includes many metal recovery processes such as calcination, 

roasting, smelting, and refining (Garole et al., 2020). These processes yield products such as 

alloys, including transition metals cobalt, nickel, iron, slag, lithium, aluminium, manganese 

and gasses, and volatile organic compounds at low temperatures (less than 250° C) and 

electrode and binder component emissions at higher temperatures. 

The transition metals are recycled comparatively efficiently by the pyrometallurgy process. But 

the drawback is the emission of toxic gases, high process energy requirement, and the necessity 

of further treatment to get the final products. Therefore, pyrometallurgy is combined with 

hydrometallurgy for complete recovery (Harper et al., 2019; Piątek et al., 2020). 
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2.4.4 Hydrometallurgy 

Hydrometallurgy involves sub-process dissolution and leaching, where solid metals change to 

solution form. Different types of reagents are used for this process depending on the metals in 

the solution and the target metal/s to be extracted. Some commonly used reagents as leaching 

agents are H2SO4 (F. Jiang et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2020), ammoniacal solvents (Ku et al., 

2016; H. Wang et al., 2017), mild organic acids (Nayaka et al., 2016; Yuliusman et al., 2018; 

X. Zeng et al., 2015). The recovery efficiency of cobalt is enhanced by using reducing agents 

such as H2O2 and ethanol at a moderate dosage of 3 % (v/v) and 5 % (v/v), respectively, which 

reduces Co3+ to Co2+, and accelerates the leaching process by increasing the dissolving rate 

(Xiangping Chen et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020). H2O2 is the widely used reducing agent, while 

glucose (Xiangping Chen et al., 2016), NaHSO3 (Meshram et al., 2015), and organic acids such 

as ascorbic acid are also being used (Li Li et al., 2012). The temperature, concentration of 

leaching agent and reducing agents, leaching time, and S/L ratio affect the leaching process 

(Zheng et al., 2018). 

When considering acid leaching agents, HCl is more efficient compared to HNO3 and H2SO4 

(Joulié et al., 2014). Still, these inorganic acids are likely to emit hazardous gases such as SOx, 

NOx and Cl2. Also, the resulting leachates of low pH values require treatment before 

discharging into the environment (Yao et al., 2015). Therefore, using mild organic acids is a 

possible alternative which is comparatively environmentally friendly. According to (Ku et al., 

2016), ammoniacal leaching is preferred over acid leaching due to reducing sodium hydroxide 

requirement for pH adjustment and eliminating manganese and aluminium separation steps. 

 Various combined technologies are being tested to enhance the efficiency and quality of 

recovered products. Spent LIB metals are recycled to produce LiCoO2 crystals by applying 

electrochemical deposition technology to the leach liquor of nitric acid leaching, which results 

in only a 4% reduction in capacity after 30 cycles (Li Li et al., 2011). Investigations carried out 

on the ability of usage of reductive power of impurity metals such as copper, aluminium, and 

iron was implemented to enhance the dissolution of actively recovered metals with a cobalt 

and lithium recovery efficiency of over 99% while reducing the cost for reductants (C. Peng et 

al., 2019). 

Table 2.3 shows the conditions and efficiencies of studies done using hydrometallurgy to 

recover cobalt, nickel and lithium in LIB using different leaching and reducing agents. 
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Table 2.3. Summary of studies on leaching of valuable metals from spent LIB waste 

Leaching agent Reducing agent Conditions Leaching 

efficiency 

Reference 

Deep eutectic 

solvents (DES) 

 200 °C 

12 h 

Co -95%  

Li -86%  

(H. Guo et al., 2021) 

Sulphuric acid  

(ultra sonic assisted) 

H2O2 30 °C 

30 min 

Co -94.63%  

Li-98.62%  

(F. Jiang et al., 2018) 

Ammonia Ammonium 

sulphite 

 

40 min 

Ni -26%       

Co- 78% 

(Ku et al., 2016) 

Mild organic acids Ascorbic acid 80 °C 

1 h 

Co and Li >90-

95%  

(Nayaka et al., 2016) 

Ammonia H2O2  Co-96.3%  

Ni-96.4% 

Li-81.2% 

(H. Wang et al., 2017) 

Oxalic acid  95 °C 

150 min 

400 rpm 

Co -97% 

Li-98% 

 

(X. Zeng et al., 2015) 

Sulphuric acid Ethanol 90 °C 

160 min 

Co and Li 

>99% 

(Zhao et al., 2020) 

Ascorbic acid Ascorbic acid 70 °C 

20 min 

Co-94.8% 

Li-98.5% 

(Li Li et al., 2012) 

Sulphuric acid NaHSO3 95 °C 

4 h 

 

Co- 91.6%  

Ni- 96.4%  

Li-96.7%   

Mn-87.9% 

(Meshram et al., 2015) 

Citric acid  H2O2 80 °C 

90 min 

Co- 95%  

Ni- 97%  

Li-99%   

Mn-94% 

(Xiangping Chen & 

Zhou, 2014) 

 

Studies above show that ammoniacal leaching and mild organic acid leaching result in similar 

metal recovery efficiencies as inorganic acid leaching. Therefore, ammoniacal leaching and 
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mild organic acid leaching are preferred over the others by considering favourable 

environmental aspects and reducing the cost of pH adjustments.  

2.4.5 Bio-metallurgy 

Bio-metallurgy is the process of leaching metals due to the acids produced by the metabolic 

activities of microorganisms (X. Zeng et al., 2014). Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans, a 

chemolithotrophic acidophilic bacteria, produces ferric ions and sulphuric acid in the medium 

by using ferrous ions and elemental sulphur as energy sources. When the ferrous ion 

concentration is higher, the metal dissolution is lower due to the co-precipitation of metals with 

formed ferric ions (Mishra et al., 2008). Cobalt recovery of 99.9% was obtained after six days 

of bioleaching in the presence of 0.75 g L-1 of copper ions. In contrast, only 43.1 % of cobalt 

recovery was observed after ten days of leaching in the absence of copper ions (G. Zeng et al., 

2012). However, the drawback of biometallurgy is the slower leaching rate compared to 

hydrometallurgy. 

2.4.6 Comparison of metal extraction technologies 

The metal extraction technologies discussed above have their pros and cons when considering 

different process aspects, as shown in Table 2.4.  

Table 2.4. Advantages, disadvantages and environmental impacts of metal extraction 

techniques(Garole et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2018). 

Process Advantages Disadvantages Environmental 

impacts 

Pyrometallurgy High capacity 

Simple operation 

High energy 

consumption 

High temperatures 

Air pollution by 

waste gases and dust 

released 

Hydrometallurgy Higher purity 

Lower energy 

consumption 

Higher recovery 

Higher chemical 

consumption 

Higher operation time 

Discharge of waste 

liquids 
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Biometallurgy Lower energy 

consumption 

Higher recovery 

Mild operation conditions. 

Higher operation time 

Difficulties in growing 

bacteria 

Discharge of 

wastewater 

Mechanochemical Treat waste by waste 

Lower operational cost 

Higher capital cost 

Lower capacity 

Higher process time 

Sound pollution due 

to noise 

 

Therefore, a combination of technologies was used to enhance the effectiveness of the metal 

extraction process. A mechanochemical, more environmentally friendly process of co-grinding 

LiCoO2 with EDTA in a mass ratio of 1:4 for 4 h at 600 rpm recovered 98% of Co and 99% of 

Li. The stable and water-soluble chelates Li-EDTA and Co-EDTA can be separated by 

chemical precipitation (M.-M. Wang et al., 2016). This mechanochemical process requires 

fewer chemicals and energy, but it has a long process time, lower capacity and high capital 

cost. However, hydrometallurgy is a widely used industrial application which is economically 

feasible (Garole et al., 2020; Piątek et al., 2020). 

2.5 Metal extraction in NiMH batteries 

The NiMH batteries consist of REE in addition to the metals that may be possibly present in 

LIB. Therefore, nickel and cobalt were extracted by acid leaching from spent NiMH batteries 

after separating the REE (La +Ce+ Pr +Nd) by precipitation with NaOH (Rodrigues & Mansur, 

2010). According to the study by (Korkmaz et al., 2018), nickel, cobalt and REE were 

recovered by sulfation using 8 M H2SO4, selective roasting at 850 °C for 2 h and water leaching 

to recover 96% of REE to aqueous phase while leaving the oxides of nickel and cobalt in the 

solid phase. 

Table 2.5 presents the techniques, leaching agents, and conditions used to obtain the recovery 

efficiencies of valuable metals from spent NiMH battery waste. 

Table 2.5. Summary of studies on leaching of valuable metals from spent NiMH battery waste 

Technique Leaching 

agent 

Conditions efficiency Reference 

Leaching H2SO4 25°C 

75 min 

Co - 79.4%, Ni - 

66.2%, Fe - 

(Sobianowska-

Turek, 2018) 
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68.5%, Mn - 

91.9%, Ce - 

97.7%, La - 

88.7%, and Zn - 

100% 

Leaching and 

NaOH precipitation 

H2SO4 Room 

temperature 

96% for La, Ce 

and Nd 

(Alonso et al., 

2015) 

Solvent extraction primary 

amine 

(N1923) 

20°C 

5 min 

REE-99.98% (XIA et al., 

2015) 

Leaching, oxalate 

precipitation and 

purification 

HCl 70°C 

 

REE-95.16 % (Yang et al., 

2014) 

Leaching H2SO4 <90 °C 

3 h. 

Ni-99.9% and Co- 

99.4 

 

(Rabah et al., 

2008) 

 

The studies conducted on the extraction of metals in NiMH batteries indicated that REE was 

also leached together with cobalt and nickel. A separation procedure such as selective 

precipitation or heating to form oxides must be carried out to separate cobalt and nickel from 

REE.  

2.6 Separation of extracted metals 

The metal extraction step is generally not selective, and it may contain various other 

constituents. Therefore, purification is done initially before the separation of metals. The 

method of recovering metals from leachate depends on leached solution properties such as 

composition, metal concentration and pH (Botelho Junior et al., 2019). The commonly used 

separation processes are adsorption (Anirudhan et al., 2019; Bożęcka et al., 2020), ion 

exchange (Vaughan et al., 2016; Zainol & Nicol, 2009a), chemical precipitation (Piątek et al., 

2020), membrane processes (Pospiech, 2014), complexation, and electrolysis (Li Li et al., 

2011). 
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This study focuses on solid-phase extractions, adsorption and ion exchange separation methods 

because of their ability to effectively extract metals at low concentrations at a reasonable cost 

(X. Jiang et al., 2014).  

2.7 Adsorption 

Adsorption is a cost-effective and efficient separation technique out of the commonly used 

separation technologies (Liu et al., 2019). This study is focused on adsorbing metals from the 

liquid phase to the solid phase. Metal ions from the liquid bulk transfer to the solid adsorbent 

surface via diffusion through the interfacial layer, maintaining the equilibrium between the 

adsorbent and liquid phases. Physical and chemical sorption determines the behaviour of the 

interfacial layer by forming Van der Waals and ionic or covalent bonds, respectively, between 

adsorbent and adsorbate. The properties of physical and chemical sorption can be analyzed 

further as follows in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6. Properties of chemical and physical sorption (Basuki et al., 2019) 

Properties Chemical sorption Physical sorption 

Type of bonding Ionic and covalent Van Der Waals 

Adsorption heat 20-400 kJ/mol 1-40 kJ/mol 

Reversibility Irreversible Reversible 

Activation energy High Low 

Effect of temperature Some positive cases Negative 

Formation of layers Monolayer Monolayer or Multilayer 

 

The adsorption process is considered to be spontaneous. Hence Gibb’s free energy is negative, 

and the thermic nature is mostly exothermic but can also be endothermic depending on the 

interactions (Ji et al., 2022). The factors such as pH, contact time, solid-liquid (adsorbent-

adsorbate) ratio, and temperature govern the adsorption efficiency (Ugwu et al., 2020). 

Therefore, experiments were conducted on determining the effect of the above factors. 

2.7.1 Selection of adsorbents 

Adsorption highly depends on the type of adsorbent used. Even though there are many different 

adsorbents, still there is a demand for a more efficient, stable, selective and cost-effective 

material. MOFs have a porous structure facilitating structural modifications in pore size, 
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dimensions, shape, and functionality to form active adsorption sites, as shown in Figure 2.3 

(Uemura et al., 2009). Therefore, in this study, several structural modifications were done to 

MOF-808 to vary the above parameters to change the properties of adsorption. Resin, 

Amberlite IRC-748, which is well known for heavy metal removal, was also used in this study 

to identify the best pathway to adsorb Ni2+ or Co2+ ions selectively.   

 

 

Figure 2.3. Structural modifications forming active sites (Uemura et al., 2009) 

 

2.8 Batch adsorption experiments 

Batch adsorption experiments were initially conducted to determine the properties such as 

adsorption capacity, removal efficiency and other parameters such as optimum pH, 

temperature, liquid-solid ratio, and contact time. The easy and fast operation in low sample 

quantities makes batch adsorption the preliminary step in the scale-up of the adsorption 

processes (Marzbali & Esmaieli, 2017). 

2.8.1 Adsorption isotherms  

The adsorption isotherms depict the adsorption capacity with the equilibrium concentration of 

the adsorbate. Thus it gives an overview of the maximum adsorption capacity for the adsorbate 

and the adsorbent. The amount of metal ions adsorbed per unit mass of adsorbent, q (mg g−1), 

is given by equation 1 below 

𝑞 =
(𝐶0− 𝐶𝑒)𝑉

𝑚
            (1) 
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where m (g) is the mass of adsorbent, V (L) is the volume of the solution, C0 and Ce are the 

metal ion concentration before and after adsorption (mg L−1), respectively. 

Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption models were the models widely used to analyze the 

adsorption isotherms by curve fitting. The Langmuir model was proposed based on the 

adsorption occurring on a homogeneous surface in a monolayer, while the Freundlich model 

facilitates more than one layer with the heterogeneous surface (Liu et al., 2019). The Langmuir 

and Freundlich model equations are indicated in equations 2 and 3, respectively. 

 

𝑞𝑒 =
𝑘1𝑞𝑚𝐶𝑒

1+𝑘1𝐶𝑒
                           (2) 

𝑞𝑒 = 𝐾𝑓𝐶𝑒

1

𝑛                           (3) 

The linear formats of the Langmuir and Freundlich model equations are indicated in equations 

4 and 5, respectively. 

𝐶𝑒

𝑞𝑒
=

𝐶𝑒

𝑞𝑚
+  

1

𝑞𝑚𝐾1
                     (4) 

ln 𝑞𝑒 = 𝑙𝑛𝐾𝑓 +
1

𝑛
𝑙𝑛𝐶𝑒           (5) 

Where qe (mg g−1) is the adsorption capacity at equilibrium, qt (mg g−1) is the amount of 

adsorbed metal ions at time t, t (min) is adsorption contact time, qm (mg g−1) is the maximum 

adsorption capacity, Ce (mg L−1) is the equilibrium concentration of metal ions, Kl (L mg−1) is 

the Langmuir adsorption constant, Kf (mg g−1(L mg−1)1/n) is the Freundlich isotherm constant, 

and n is the adsorption intensity. 

 

2.8.2 Adsorption kinetics 

Adsorption kinetics experiments were conducted to determine adsorption rate and the time 

taken to reach the adsorption equilibrium. The adsorption kinetics were determined by curve 

fitting using model equations 6 and 7 for pseudo-first and pseudo-second order, respectively. 

ln(𝑞𝑒 − 𝑞𝑡) = 𝑙𝑛𝑞𝑒 − 𝑘1 𝑡      (6) 

𝑡

𝑞𝑡
=  

1

𝑘2𝑞𝑒
2 +  

1

𝑞𝑒
𝑡                      (7) 

Where k1 (min−1) and k2 (g mg−1 min−1) are the pseudo-first and pseudo-second order rate 

constants, respectively 
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2.9 Selectivity in adsorption 

The selectivity plays a key role in adsorption based metal recoveries. The black mass leachate 

consists of a mixture of several metals. Therefore, to recover a metal, adsorbents which 

selectively adsorb the required metal is necessary. Therefore, in this study a selectivity factor 

was used to present the selectivity in a quantitative manner as shown in equation 8. 

𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑛 =
𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑛(𝑖)

𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑛)
    (8) 

Hence, the equation 9 was used when evaluating the results. 

𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑁𝑖2+relative to 𝐶𝑜2+   =
𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑁𝑖2+

𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜2+        (9) 

The selectivity can vary depending on the adsorbate solution pH, contact time during the 

adsorption, and the properties of adsorbents such as pore size and type of active functional 

groups.  

2.10 Column adsorption experiments 

Column adsorption experiments are conducted with a continuous fluid flow, loading the 

adsorbents fully with adsorbate while adsorbents in batch adsorption are in equilibrium with 

the residual concentration of the metals in the solution. The special feature of column 

adsorption is that in the initial period of the process, there is nearly zero adsorbate concentration 

in the fluid flowing out (Dichiara et al., 2015).  

According to Figure 2.4, the mass transfer zone (MTZ) is at the top of the column bed. MTZ 

moves down the column with the saturation of the column's upper region, resulting in an 

increased adsorbate concentration in the column outflow from the initial zero concentration. 

The breakthrough point is selected arbitrarily at a point before the sudden increase in 

adsorbate’s relative concentration.  

                         Figure 2.4. Breakthrough curve with the movement of MTZ (Patel, 2019)  
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In practical applications, the column adsorption is stopped at the breakthrough point, and the 

adsorbent is regenerated for the next adsorption cycle. Hence the full bed capacity is not used 

in the adsorption. The length of the unused bed (LUB) is thus calculated, which is the 

equivalent height of the original bed with the same capacity as the unused region of the column 

bed.    

2.11 Resins as adsorbent and ion exchanger 

The resins have become the widely used adsorbent due to the ability to effectively exchange 

mobile ions with equally charged ions contained in the medium (Botelho Junior et al., 2019; 

X. Jiang et al., 2014). Therefore, the resins are considered the agent to separate the leached 

metals in this section. 

Equation 10 represents an ion exchange reaction, where the cationic resin exchanges the cation 

X+ in the functional group with the cation M+ present in the solution. Similarly, the anionic 

resins exchanges with anions present in the solution. 

R- - X+ + M +                           R- - M+ + X+     (10) 

The characteristics of resins are determined by the functional groups present. The four main 

types of resins are strongly acidic, weakly acidic, strongly basic, and weakly basic, which differ 

in functional groups. There are ligand exchange resins known as chelating resins in the 

subcategory of ion exchange resins. The chelating resins consist of functional groups of atoms 

consisting of nitrogen, oxygen, sulphur and phosphorous. Their lone pair electrons are attracted 

to transition metal ions by coordination bonds and the electrostatic interactions of the general 

ion exchange resins. Therefore, the metal selectivity is higher in chelating resins than in the 

other general resins (Botelho Junior et al., 2019; Zainol & Nicol, 2009b).   

After removal of interfering metals, Co2+ was selectively recovered from a binary mixture of 

Co2+ and Ni2+ by chromatographic operation through solvent impregnated resin (SIR) with PC-

88A and Cyanex 272 at lower concentrations of Ni2+ (F. Guo et al., 2013). However, Cyanex 

272 was preferred over PC-88A even though it is expensive due to high selectivity towards 

Co2+ to separate Co2+ from a binary mixture of Co2+ and Ni2+ (F. Guo et al., 2012). An acid 

such as  HCl can be used to elute the adsorbed Co2+ from the resins (X. Jiang et al., 2014).  

According to the study by (Mendes & Martins, 2004), commercially available resins such as 

Dowex M4195, Ionac SR-5, Amberlite IRC748 and Purolite S930 showed higher selectivity 

for copper. Nickel can be extracted as the second highly selective metal by optimizing pH, 
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contact time, initial metal concentration, and nickel to cobalt concentration ratio. Dowex 

M4195R was able to recover nickel and cobalt equally in pH range 1-3 with a less impact from 

other elements. A chelating resin made by coupling Amberlite XAD-2 by an azo spacer with 

salicylic acid showed a Co2+ sorption capacity of 87.4 mg g-1 at an optimum pH of 7.5. The 

resin was reused without a considerable loss of sorption capacity for 20 cycles of sorption – 

desorption. The elution was conducted by 0.5 M HNO3, which yielded 95.3 % recovery (Panahi 

et al., 2012). 

The commercially available iminodiacetic chelating resins with sodium ionic form are 

compared in Table 2.7 (Zainol & Nicol, 2009a).  

Table 2.7.Properties of commercially available iminodiacetic chelating resins 

 

The performance of these resins differs in kinetics due to the variations of matrix structure, 

crosslinking, functional group density, particle sizes, and iminodiacetate group proportion. The 

Amberlite IRC 748 and TP 207 Monoplus were proposed as the best resins in terms of 

Description Amberlite 

IRC 748 

Lewatit TP 

207 

Lewatit TP 

208 

Lewatit TP 

207 

Monoplus 

Purolite S 

930 

Source Rohm and 

Haas, USA 

Lanxess, 

Germany 

Lanxess, 

Germany 

Lanxess, 

Germany 

Purolite, UK 

Matrix Styrene  Styrene  Styrene  Styrene  Styrene  

Structure Macroporous Macroporous Macroporous Macroporous Macroporous 

Bead size 

(mm) 

0.3-1.1  0.4-1.25  0.4-1.25  0.61± 0.05 0.14-0.52  

Bulk 

density (g 

L-1) 

685-760 800 800 750 710-745 

Total 

capacity 

(eq L-1) 

1.25 2.4 2.7 2.0 1.1 

Operating 

pH 

1.5-14 0-14 0-14 0-14 2-6 
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adsorption capacity for nickel and adsorption kinetics, even though they have a lower 

theoretical capacity. Therefore, it will reduce resins’ inventory and cost, making it the better 

choice for lower residence time applications (Zainol & Nicol, 2009a). (Mendes & Martins, 

2005) presented that Amberlite IRC 748 recovered 99% nickel and cobalt from acid leach pulp 

at pH 4 and 60 °C in 45 min. 

According to the studies, the chelating resins, Amberlite IRC 748, Dowex M4195R and TP 

207 Monoplus were highlighted as the resins with the potential of selectively recovering cobalt 

and nickel from the leachate. 

A summary of the state of the art of metal uptakes by resins is indicated in Table 2.8. 

Table 2.8. Studies conducted on metal uptake by resins  

Resin Conditions Maximum 

capacity  

(mg g-1) 

Metal Reference 

D113-III resin ( polymeric 

material containing a 

functional group (-

COOH)) 

 

pH = 6.5 

298 K. 

 

192.1  

 

Co2+ (X. Jiang et al., 

2014) 

SIR containing PC-88A pH = 3.8 

298 K. 

 

20.63  

 

Co2+ (F. Guo et al., 

2012) 

SIR containing PC-88A pH = 4.0 

298 K. 

 

19.95  

 

Ni2+ 

 

(F. Guo et al., 

2012) 

SIR containing Cyanex 

272 

 

pH = 5.5 

298 K. 

 

29.47  

 

Co2+ (F. Guo et al., 

2012) 

SIR containing Cyanex 

272 

 

pH = 6.8 

298 K. 

 

28.76  Ni2+ 

 

(F. Guo et al., 

2012) 

Amberlite IRC 748 

 

pH = 3 

 [Ni]/[Co]=5 

102.71  

14.73  

Ni2+ 

Co2+ 

(Mendes & 

Martins, 2004) 

Amberlite XAD-2 with 

salicylic acid 

 

pH = 7.5 

 

87.4  

 

Co2+ (Panahi et al., 

2012) 

Amberlite IRC 748 

 

pH = 7.5 

 

97.6  

 

Ni2+ 

 

(Mendes & 

Martins, 2005) 
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The D113-III resin has resulted in the highest metal uptake capacity, but the experiment was 

carried out for an aqueous solution containing only the Co2+. The other experiments were 

conducted in the presence of competing ions, where lower metal uptake values have resulted. 

Therefore, it is necessary to focus on the metal selectivity of the resins when more than one 

metal is present in the solution. Amberlite IRC-748 was selected for the analysis in this study 

due to the recorded selectivities and significant metal uptake capacities. 

2.11.1 Amberlite IRC 748 resin 

The chelating resins consist of functional groups of atoms consisting of nitrogen, oxygen, 

sulphur and phosphorous. Their lone pair electrons are attracted to transition metal ions by 

coordination bonds and the electrostatic interactions of the general ion exchange resins. 

Therefore, the metal selectivity is higher in chelating resins than in the other general resins 

(Botelho Junior et al., 2019; Zainol & Nicol, 2009b). A commercial chelating resin Amberlite 

IRC 748, supplied by Thermo scientific, was used in this study. The properties of Amberlite 

IRC 748 resin are summarized in Table 2.9. 

Table 2.9. Properties of Amberlite IRC-748 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The resin Amberlite IRC 748 comprises styrene divinyl-benzene chains with anchored 

iminodiacetic acid (IDA) as a functional group. Thus it has three donor atoms of amino nitrogen 

and two carboxylic oxygens, which can form coordinate bonds, as shown in Figure 2.5 (Zainol 

& Nicol, 2009b).  

 

 

 

Physical form Beads 

Density 0.7500 g/mL 

Mean Particle size 0.500 - 0.650 mm 

Ionic form as shipped  Na 

Moisture holding capacity 60-65% 

Volume cation Capacity  1.35 eq/L 
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Figure 2.5.Amberlite IRC-748 (a) Chemical structure and (b) pH vs stability of Amberlite 

IRC 748 (Zainol & Nicol, 2009b) 

According to Figure 2.5 (b), at pH values below 2.21, the resin is fully protonated, most likely 

obtained after acid conditioning to remove impurities. When the resin is washed with high pH 

distilled water, the first, second and third protons are neutralized at pH values of 3.99, 7.41 and 

12.36, respectively.  

According to the technical datasheet by Lenntech, the selectivity order of Amberlite IRC 748 

for metals is as follows; 

Na+<<Ca2+<Mn2+<Fe2+<Co2+<Cd2+<Zn2+<Ni2+<Pb2+<Cu2+<Hg2+<Fe3+ 

The affinity for H+ is known to be in between Pb2+ and Cu2+ at pH 4. Therefore, the metals 

Ni2+, Co2+ and Mn2+ will remove efficiently only at a pH above 4. Fe2+ and Cu2+ will be more 

selective and removed effectively at low pH values around 2.  

2.11.2 Resin ion exchange 

The metal sorption by the resin is denoted in equation 11 (Mendes & Martins, 2004): 

Mm+ + R.nH+  MR+m + nH+       (11) 

Where M and R represent metal and resin, respectively, the selectivity of the exchanging metal 

ion species can be difficult to predict in the presence of interfering metal ions in the black mass 

leachate solution. However, studies conducted by (Mendes & Martins, 2004) have indicated 

the selectivity of Ni2+ over Co2+ in a simulated solution.   

2.12 Metal-organic frameworks 

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are a class of porous crystalline materials known for their 

large surface area exceeding 6000 m2 g-1, adjustable surface properties and tunable pore size 

(Zhou et al., 2012). It consists of inorganic metal ions or clusters and organic linkers connected 

using coordination bonds (Farha & Hupp, 2010). Studies on MOFs and the predictions of their 

(a) (b) 
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structure have paved the way for the development of their reticular chemistry. These properties 

of MOFs lead to applications such as separation of molecules, gas storage, chemical catalysis, 

chemical sensing, ion exchange, and drug delivery (Farha & Hupp, 2010). 

The MOFs are formed into a crystalline structure by joining metals which are inorganic 

secondary building units (SBUs), using organic linkers, which are the nodes of the cluster. A 

vast number of SBU and linker combinations are identified to be possible to form with diverse 

properties physically and chemically (Øien-Ødegaard et al., 2017). A modulator is used in 

excess to slow down the synthesis to obtain good quality and controlled crystal growth (Gutov 

et al., 2016).  

2.12.1 Zirconium based MOFs 

The discovery of UiO-66 MOF paved the way to focus more on Zr- MOFs with large surface 

area and unprecedented stability (Cavka et al., 2008). The bond strength between the linker and 

the inorganic metal determines the stability. The Zr-MOFs have gained more stability due to 

their structure, where each metal unit is connected by 12 ditopic linkers. The deviations from 

the saturated 12 –coordinated SBU lead to catalytic and adsorptive properties in MOFs due to 

vacant and accessible metal sites (Aunan et al., 2021). The defect-free structures of UiO-66, 

NU-1000 and MOF-808 are illustrated in Figure 5, where zirconium, oxygen and carbon are 

indicated by green, red and grey, respectively, in the Figure 2.6.  

 

       Figure 2.6. Structures and formulas of common zirconium MOFs (Moon et al., 2015) 
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 The MOF-808 considered in this study is 6 coordinated. Hence it has structural vacancies to 

incorporate post-synthetic functional groups to enhance adsorption properties. MOF-808 was 

first synthesized in a study on water adsorption in porous materials(Furukawa et al., 2014). 

MOF-808 has an octahedral crystal structure connected with tritopic Benzenetricarboxylic 

(BTC) as the linker. The inorganic SBUs are connected with 6 linkers, and each linker is 

connected to 3 SBUs. The modulator anions used complete the coordination by connecting 6 

modulator ligands to the SBU and balancing the charge. Thus, MOF-808 is comprised of a 

three-dimensional framework with a 6,3 connected spn topology (Furukawa et al., 2014). 

 

Figure 2.7. MOF-808 structures (a) octahedral and triangular units(b) large adamantine pore 

in orange (c) Atomic structure C, black: O,red: Zr,blue: yellow and orange are pores 

(Furukawa et al., 2014) 

As shown in Figure 2.7, there are two types of pore shapes in MOF-808: a pore within each 

tetrahedral unit and a large adamantane pore. This geometry directs each ligand pointing 

towards the large pore. The ligand positions in the MOF-808 structure provide space for new 

functional groups by solvent assisted ligand exchange (SALE) and facilitates guest molecules. 

Thus the MOF-808 has been studied with various incorporated functional groups from its first 

synthesis based on functionalities such as superacidity (J. Jiang et al., 2014)  and proton 

conductivity (Meng et al., 2019). Due to the diverse applications, the MOF-808 class is selected 

to experiment with metal adsorption capacities by introducing different potential functional 

groups in this study.  
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2.12.2 MOF-808 and its functionalized analogues  

MOF-808 has diversed properties based on the non-structural ligands. Figure 2.8 shows the 

composition and structures of the MOF-808 family members. The spheres in orange and yellow 

indicate the void spaces, zirconium in blue, carbon in black and oxygen in red.  

 

Figure 2.8. (a) MOF-808 composition indicating linker, modulator and solvent. Structures of 

(b) MOF-808-formate (c) MOF-808-acetate (d) MOF-808-benzoate (Aunan et al., 2021). 

The phenyl group in MOF-808-benzoate changes the properties such as hydrophobicity, 

surface area and capacity. The large phenyl groups have reduced both surface area and capacity 

compared to the MOF-808-acetate. 

2.12.3 Metal adsorption by MOF-808 

MOF-808, selected in this study as the adsorption material, has excellent stability, high 

adsorption capacity, and is easily modifiable with functional groups according to the previous 

studies. Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) grafted MOF-808 was one of the interesting 

functionalized analogues  of MOF-808 which showed a higher removal efficiency and 

adsorption capacity in the previous studies (Xinyu Chen et al., 2020; Y. Peng et al., 2018). . 

EDTA has six binding sites including four carboxyls and pair of tertiary amine groups as shown 

in Figure 2.9 which allows it to bind with various heavy metal species. Therefore, MOF-808 
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EDTA was synthesized in the study by immobilizing EDTA on porous MOF-808 to enhance 

the active sites for metal capture. 

                                       Figure 2.9. Structure of EDTA 

The existing MOF based adsorbents have some drawbacks in performance due to their low 

density and improper functional group distribution, which affects affinity towards metals and 

the metal uptake capacity. As a solution to this issue, Peng et al. suggested a broad-spectrum 

heavy metal ion trap (BS-HMT) which has the properties such as high metal affinity by strong 

metal chelation, highly loaded chelating group distribution at the atomic level, ensuring 

properly distributed high-density active sites for binding, and multiple-use by regeneration by 

washing with EDTA-2Na (Y. Peng et al., 2018).Figure 2.10 illustrates the concept of BS-HMT 

graphically. 

 

                           Figure 2.10. Concept of BS-HMT for MOF-808-EDTA 

In order to compare the properties and performance, 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid and 3,5-

diaminobenzoic acid were also considered for grafting  into MOF-808. Figure 2.11 shows the 

arrangement of carboxyl, hydroxyl and amino groups in the phenyl ring which acts as binding 

sites in the grafted MOF-808.  
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Figure 2.11. Functional groups in the structures of (a) 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid (b) 3,5-

diaminobenzoic acid 

The previous adsorption studies conducted on adsorption recovery of metals using MOF-808 

and its functionalized analogues are shown in Table 2.10. 

Table 2.10. Studies on adsorption recovery of metals using MOF-808 

 

Material Mass of 

adsorbent 

(mg) 

Adsorbate 

volume 

(mL) 

Metal 

concentration 

Adsorption 

capacity/efficiency 

Reference 

MOF-808-

EDTA 

95 10 19 heavy metals- 

5  mg/L 

>99 % (Y. Peng et al., 

2018) 

MOF-808 20 30 Cd, Zn -20 ppm Cd- 225.05 mg/g 

Zn-287.06 mg/g 

(Efome et al., 

2018) 

MOF-808-SH 

(thioglycollic 

functionalized) 

 

MOF-808-

SH 10 

50 Hg- 5-200 mg/L 977.5 mg/g (Ji et al., 2022) 

MOF-808 10 50 As-5 mg/L 24.83 mg/g (Li et al., 2015) 

MOF-808 500 100 Hg -200 mg/L 343.6 mg/g  

(Liu et al., 

2019) 

MOF-808 10 20 Pd- 10, 500 mg/L 163.9 mg/g (Lin et al., 

2019) 

(a) 
(b) 
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The MOF synthesis is often associated with defect engineering, which engineers the defects 

due to missing ligands and clusters. These defects can lead to enhanced adsorption capacity in 

MOFs due to the opening up of metal sites and yielding large pore sizes in case of missing 

ligand and cluster, respectively (Winarta et al., 2020). Figure 2.12 illustrates these effects 

graphically.   

       Figure 2.12 – Missing cluster and missing linker defects (Winarta et al., 2020)  

However, these defects adversely affect reducing the stability of the MOFs, lowering 

crystallinity and increasing hydrophilicity (Shearer et al., 2016; Winarta et al., 2020). 

Therefore, it is not reliable to depend on MOF defects to enhance the adsorption capacity. 

2.13 Proposed process flow for the recovery process 

The proposed recovery process based on the studies is shown in Figure 2.13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Figure 2.13 Proposed process flow diagram for nickel and cobalt recovery 

Pretreatment 

(Discharging, Dismantling and Crushing) 

Hydrometallurgy extraction 

Product metal separation 

By ion exchange resins, MOF adsorption 

and precipitation 

Spent battery waste (Black mass) 

Plastic, copper, 

aluminium, iron, 

carbon 

Wastewater 

Organic acids 

Recovered cobalt, nickel 

Leachate with metals 

Li, REE and other 

metals 
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2.14 Research gap 

Recovery of metals from spent battery waste electrode materials is a timely topic of interest. 

Much research has been conducted to leach and recover most of the elements from the electrode 

material. The leaching efficiencies reached 100 % at optimized conditions, but the separation 

efficiencies of the metals such as cobalt, nickel and manganese from the leachates are still at a 

lower level. The studies and processes are focused on cathode metal recycling by impurity 

removal in the black mass, but it ends up in cathode materials with different compositions and 

electrochemical performance. Therefore, the research area to investigate an efficient, 

environmentally sustainable metal recovery process to provide raw materials to synthesize a 

high-quality cathode material is still an open and challenging study to work on. 

2.15 Objectives of the study 

The objectives of the Master’s thesis were formulated by the research gap identified to separate 

the black mass metal leachate efficiently.   

1. Investigating the potential of MOF-808 and its modified groups in selectively 

uptaking the cobalt and nickel from the black mass metal leachate solution. 

2.  Investigating the potential and properties of the resin Amberlite IRC 748 as an 

adsorbent in selectively uptaking cobalt and nickel from black mass metal 

leachate solution. 

3. Characterizing MOF-808 and Amberlite IRC-748. 

4. Black mass composition analysis and metal leaching using an efficient and 

environmentally benign leaching media.  
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Experiments in laboratory scale were conducted to investigate the efficacy of resin Amberlite 

IRC-748 and functionalized MOF-808 in recovering Nickel and cobalt from the black mass 

metal leachate solution. The experiments of synthesizing MOF-808, characterizing, and 

analyzing metal recovery methods were carried out in the university laboratories.  

3.1 Materials 

A thermally treated black mass containing both cathode and anode material was provided by 

Glencore Nikkelverk AS. Phosphoric acid (85 %, Supelco), citric acid monohydrate (VWR) 

and tartaric acid (C4H6O6, 99.5%, Merck) were used as leaching agents, Hydrochloric acid           

( 35.7 %, VWR) and Nitric acid (65 %, Supelco) for digestion solution, and H2O2 (35 %, Merck) 

as the reducing agent. The resin Amberlite IRC 748 in sodium form was purchased from 

Thermo scientific, and MOF-808 and its functionalized analogues were synthesized in the 

laboratory and were used as the adsorbents. Trimesic acid (H3BTC, 95%, Sigma Aldrich), 

Zirconyl chloride octahydrate (ZrOCl2.8H2O, 98%, Sigma Aldrich), acetic acid, 3,4-

dihydroxybenzoic acid (C7H6O4,98%, Tokyo Chemical Industry), 3,5-diaminobenzoic acid 

(C7H8N2O2,98%, Thermo scientific), Ethylenedinitrilotetraacetic acid-EDTA (C10H16N2O8, 

Supelco) were used in the synthesis of MOF-808 and its functionalized analogues . Sulphuric 

acid (90-91%, Supelco) was used for resin pretreatment and elution. NaOH (98.7 %, VWR) 

and HCl (35.7 %, VWR) were used for the pH adjustments. The simulated metal solutions were 

prepared from the chemicals NiCl2.6H2O, CoCl2.6H2O, MnCl2.4H2O and LiCl in solid form.  

3.2 Characterization methods 

The characterization method’s conditions and procedures are explained in detail with a brief 

summary of the theoretical background related to the analysis. 

3.2.1 X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) 

XRD was used to analyze the material crystallinity and especially to confirm the crystallinity 

of newly synthesized MOF by comparing it with known samples. The principle of the analysis 

is constructive interference of monochromatic X-rays when conditions of Bragg’s law 

(nλ=2d sin θ) is satisfied. The cathode ray tube generated X-rays are filtered into 

monochromatic radiation, concentrated by collimation and directed to the sample. The sample 

is scanned along with a range of 2θ angles, and the diffracted X-rays are detected and counted 

to produce the intensity values with the 2θ angle.  
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The procedure for conducting XRD analysis was as follows. Samples were finely ground using 

a mortar and pestle. Samples with a quantity of more than 0.5 g were used in powder form and 

placed on a sample holder (PMMA, 8.5 mm height, and Ø 25 mm sample reception). Powdered 

samples were distributed evenly on the sample holder using a blade and sample surface was 

smoothened using a thin glass plate. Samples with a lower quantity were made into a slurry 

using ethyl alcohol, added dropwise to the sample holder (Ø 51.5 mm, Ø 24.5 mm Si crystal), 

and dried until a thin powder film was formed. The sample holders were mounted on the sample 

stage of D8 Advance- Bruker XRD and scanned from 2° to 70° 2θ with a scan speed of 5.77° 

min-1 for short-run and 1.19° min-1 for the long run. The analysis was conducted using a 

radiation source of Cu-Kα of a wavelength of 1.5418 Å. A voltage of 40 kV with a current of 

25 mA was used to energize the X-ray tube. The data was obtained in XY-file format and plots 

were prepared using QtiPlot.  

                  Figure 3.1. (a) Slurry form XRD sample preparation (b) XRD instrument 

3.2.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

TGA analysis was performed to identify the thermal behaviour of properties such as the mass 

of the sample by using Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC 3+ STARe system by varying the sample 

temperature. The sample mass variation with temperature is useful in determining the sample 

moisture content, component decompositions and removals.  

The procedure for conducting TGA analysis was as follows. First, the empty 70 µL alumina 

oxide crucible was placed on the sample position and tared. Approximately 20 mg of sample 

were placed into the alumina crucible. The sample surface in the alumina crucible was levelled 

and packed by tapping the crucible on a table. The analysis was conducted at a heating rate of 

5 °C min-1 from 25 °C to 900 °C in 20 mL min-1synthetic airflow. The first weight measurement 

(a) (b) 
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was taken as the sample weight. The data was obtained in XY-file format and plots were 

prepared using QtiPlot. 

      Figure 3.2. TGA instrument showing sample positions 

3.2.3 Attenuated Total Reflection- Infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR) 

ATR-IR spectra were collected to analyze functional groups with Agilent Cary 630 ATR-IR 

Spectrometer. It quantifies the change in the internally-reflected infrared beam after contact 

with the sample. A high refractive index crystal with a set angle creates the evanescent wave 

that reaches the sample. This wave gets attenuated when the sample absorbs energy from the 

region of IR. The IR beam passes through the opposite end of the crystal, where a detector 

records the signals to generate the IR spectrum. 

The procedure for conducting TGA analysis was as follows. Before each measurement, a blank 

background spectrum was obtained on the cleaned crystal surface. A small quantity of finely 

ground powdered samples was placed on the crystal. After recording the spectra, the crystal 

surface was cleaned with soft paper. The reflectances were recorded from wavenumbers 600 

cm-1 to 4000 cm-1, and the data was obtained in .xls format and plots were prepared using 

QtiPlot.  

Figure 3.3. ATR-IR instrument  
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3.2.4 Scanning electron microscope-energy dispersive spectrometer (SEM-EDS) 

The particle morphology and elemental composition of the samples were analyzed with SEM, 

Gemini SUPRA 35VP (ZEISS) (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with EDAX energy dispersive X-

ray spectroscopy (EDS).SEM-EDS analysis is a non-destructive analytical technique where the 

sample is irradiated with electrons to emit the characteristic X-rays of the elements. The emitted 

energies are depicted in a spectrum with peaks indicating the intensity of elements.  

The procedure for conducting the analysis was as follows. The finely ground samples were 

pasted on a carbon tape fixed on the sample holder. The samples were placed in the instrument 

and examined using SEM under a magnification of 500- 5000, and several spots and areas were 

analyzed for elemental composition using EDS. The SEM and EDS data were obtained in the 

image file and doc file format, respectively. 

 

 3.2.5 Nitrogen sorption at 77 K 

Nitrogen sorption was performed to analyze the surface area by Micromeritics TriStar II Plus. 

The analysis is carried out by measuring nitrogen uptake at 77 K with the increasing relative 

pressure upto 1 bar. The surface area was calculated using BET theory. Due to the weak 

interaction of gases and solids, the solid to be analyzed is cooled using a cryogenic liquid such 

as liquid nitrogen. 

Figure 3.7 indicates the gas adsorption isotherms that can be commonly observed depending 

on the physicochemical conditions of the interactions.   

Figure 3.4. SEM-EDS instrument  
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Figure 3.5. Types of adsorption isotherms (Naderi, 2015)   

The isotherms depicted by type I-V are classified as IUPAC gas adsorption isotherms. 

The linearized BET equation as shown in equation 12 was used to calculate the BET surface 

area from the nitrogen adsorption isotherm. 

(
𝑃

𝑃0
)

𝑉𝑎(1−
𝑃

𝑃0
)

=  
𝑐−1

𝑉𝑚 𝐶
(

𝑃

𝑃0
) +  

1

𝑉𝑚 𝐶
                 (12) 

 

Where P and 𝑃0 are the equilibrium and saturation pressure of the adsorbate, respectively. Va 

is the amount of gas adsorbed in cm3(STP) g-1. Vm is the volume of gas required to form a 

monolayer on the adsorbent in cm3(STP) g-1. C is the BET constant. 

The selection of the relevant relative pressure range is critical when plotting the linearized BET 

curve. The criteria considered by previous studies were as follows. 

 Selected pressures should be in the range where 𝑉𝑎(1 −
𝑃

𝑃0
) shows a continuous increment as 

a function of relative pressure(
𝑃

𝑃0
). The monolayer forming relative pressure should be within 

the selected relative pressure range. The BET constant calculated from the linear plot must be 

positive. The relative pressure range thus obtained according to the above criteria is optimized 

to get the highest correlation factor ( R2)  which gives the best linear fit for the linearized BET 

curve (Shearer et al., 2016). 
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Monolayer volume and the BET constant are calculated from the gradient and intercept of the 

linearized BET curve, and the BET surface area is finally calculated from the equation 13. 

BET surface area = 
𝑁𝑎𝑃 𝑉𝑚

𝑅𝑇
𝜎0               (13) 

Where Na is Avagadro’s constant, P is atmospheric pressure, R is the universal gas constant, T 

is standard temperature and 𝜎0 is the cross-sectional area of the adsorbate, which is                         

1.62 ×10-19  m2 for nitrogen (Naderi, 2015; Shearer et al., 2016). 

The procedure for conducting BET analysis was as follows. The mass of the empty tube with 

a rubber cap was recorded. Approximately 0.12 - 0.14 g of sample was measured and inserted 

into the tube. The tube with samples was activated at different temperatures under a vacuum in 

the degassing unit. Resins were activated for 3 hours at 60 °C, and Zr-MOF-808 was activated 

for 3 hours at 160 °C. The activated sample was capped using the rubber cap, and the mass was 

recorded. The dewar flask was filled with liquid nitrogen to a level between lower end and hole 

in the metering tool. The tubes were inserted into the slots of BET instrument and nitrogen 

sorption experiments were performed at 77 K. The data were obtained in .xls file format and 

plotted in the application Microsoft excel. 

 

Figure 3.6. (a) Degassing unit with samples placed on heating positions (b) N2 sorption 

instrument with samples inserted for analysis 

3.2.6 X-Ray Fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) 

The XRF analysis is non-destructive, simple, and fast with lower equipment costs and no 

recalibration requirement. The portable XRF analyzer used in this study has the added 

advantage of in-situ analysis to select an operation area by considering the effect of associated 

(a) (b) 
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radiation. The portable XRF is generally used as a surface analyzer. The X-rays generated from 

the Rhodium anode excite the elements to produce fluorescence X-rays based on their 

characteristic energies. The detection of elements is carried out by a silicon drift detector. 

Finally, signal processing is required to resolve the matrix interference caused by the effects 

between closely related elements in terms of Fluorescence energy. However, it is problematic 

to analyze the elements with low atomic numbers by XRF because of the attenuation of 

fluorescence in the air. 

The procedure for conducting XRF analysis was as follows. The ground battery samples were 

placed on the detection window and quantitatively analyzed by handheld XRF spectrometer 

Tracer 5 (Bruker). The excitation source was a Rhodium thin window X-ray tube consisting of 

an X-ray generator of operator adjustable voltage and current of 6-50kV and 4.5-195 µA, 

respectively, with maximum 4W output power. The detector used was a 20mm2 silicon drift 

detector with a detector window of 1 µm graphene and a signal detection time of 90 s. The 

analysis spot size was kept at 8 mm by adjusting the source collimator. 

 Geo exploration application oxide 3 phase method and a high voltage of 50 kV, current 28 µA, 

Bayesian deconvolution method were used for determining the weight percentage and peak 

area respectively. The data was obtained in XY format and analyzed using Excel software. 

3.2.7 Inductively coupled plasma - optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) 

ICP-OES is used to detect multi-elements from liquid samples simultaneously by atomizing 

and exciting the atoms with hot plasma. Therefore, the metal ions in black mass digestion and 

leachates can be analyzed to determine the elemental composition. 

Figure 3.7. (a)XRF instrument (b) Solid samples placed on sample plate for XRF analysis 

(a) (b) 
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The procedures and conditions for the analysis were as follows. Samples were filtered using a 

0.2 µm pore size syringe filter and diluted with 5 % HNO3 to 1:10 or 1:100 before the analysis. 

The Perkin Elmer Optima 4300 DV instrument was used for the analysis and consists of a 

quartz torch. Analysis was conducted in a wavelength range from 167 to 852 nm with 6000 × 

6000 pixels Segmented-array Charge-coupled Device (SCD) detection, which detects 79 

spectral lines per mm.   

3.2.8 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

NMR was used to quantify the exchange and loading of the ligands into MOF-808-acetate.  The 

analysis was conducted by Jeol 400Hz NMR Spectrometer. 20mg of MOF sample was weighed 

into a centrifuge tube and 1mL of freshly prepared 1M NaOH in D2O was added. The centrifuge 

tube was shaken with IKA MS basic shaker, and the centrifuge tubes were kept for 24 h for 

digestion. This procedure ensures that the organic compounds leaches out of the MOF whereas 

the inorganic part settles at the bottom. After 24 h, the mixture was then centrifugated to 

separate the suspension and transferred into the NMR tube for the analysis. The data were 

processed using TopSpin software, the peaks were integrated, and the protons were normalised 

in accord to the protons of trimesic acid. 

3.3 Digestion of black mass using aqua regia  

Black mass was digested to dissolute the metals into the leachate. 20 mL of Aqua regia of HCl 

to HNO3 in 3:1 volume ratio was added to 1 g of black mass and digested at 80 °C for 2h, and 

following the addition of 2 mL of H2O2, the mixture was digested further for 0.5 h. The 

supernatant obtained after centrifuging at 4000 rpm for 15 min was analyzed using an 

inductively-coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES, Perkin Elmer Optima 

4300 DV). 

3.4 Characterization of black mass 

Black mass and its solid residues after the digestion in aqua regia with and without H2O2 were 

subjected to XRF to determine the cobalt, manganese, and nickel content. The structure and 

the thermal behaviour were analyzed by XRD and TGA respectively. Morphologies and 

elemental compositions were analyzed using SEM-EDS. 

3.5 MOF-808 Synthesis and ligand exchange 

Initially, MOF-808-acetate was synthesized, and the ligand exchange was carried out to form 

MOF-808-benzoate, MOF-808-DHBA, and MOF-808-EDTA.  
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3.5.1 Synthesis of MOF-808-acetate  

In a round bottom flask, 3.0 g (1 eqv.) of ZrOCl2.8H2O was dissolved in 10 mL (60 eqv.) of 

distilled water. A 26 mL (50 eqv.) of acetic acid was added to the above solution and stirred. 

Once a clear solution is obtained 0.67 g (0.34 eqv.) of H3BTC was added and the reaction 

mixture was heated for 72 h at 95°C. The solid product was isolated by centrifugation for 15 

min at 4000 rpm after the reaction mixture was cooled down to room temperature. The solid 

product was thoroughly washed 3-5 times in distilled water and dried in an oven overnight at 

60 °C (Aunan et al., 2021).  

Figure 3.8. Experimental setup for synthesis of MOF-808-acetate 

3.5.2 Ligand exchange to form derivatives of MOF-808 

MOF-808-acetate was subjected to solvent-assisted ligand exchange (SALE) to form MOF-

808-X (X= Benzoate, 3,4-dihydroxybenzoate) and graft the functional groups from benzoic 

acid and 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid. Aqueous solutions of benzoic acid, and                                  

3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid were prepared, and MOF-808-acetate was dispersed in the 

quantities shown in Table 3.1. The mixture was heated at 60 °C for 20 h in a condenser fitted 

flask and stirred at 200 rpm. The powder was separated by filtration while hot and washed 

initially using hot water at 60 °C followed by acetone. The resulting powder was oven dried at 

120 °C overnight. 

Table 3.1. Quantities of chemicals required for ligand exchange 

Ligand Mass of MOF-808-

acetate (g) 

Mass of ligand 

(g) 

Volume of water 

(mL) 

Benzoic acid 0.5  0.60 50 

3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid 0.5  0.77  50  
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                                Figure 3.9. Experimental setup for ligand exchange  

3.5.3 Synthesis of MOF-808-EDTA.  

EDTA-2Na solution was prepared by dissolving 22.32 g EDTA and 5.3082 g of NaOH in 600 

mL of distilled water. MOF-808-EDTA was prepared by following the procedure reported in 

(Y. Peng et al., 2018). 1.2 g of activated MOF-808-acetate was added to the prepared EDTA-

2Na solution. The solution was heated at 60 °C for 24 h in a 1 L capped glass bottle. The 

solution was filtered to obtain a white powder and washed several times with water to remove 

unreacted EDTA, followed by acetone several times to exchange water in MOF-808-EDTA 

pores. The powder was then dried in an oven overnight at 60 °C. 

3.6 MOF-808 characterization 

The synthesized MOF-808-acetate and its derivatives were characterized using the methods 

such as XRD, TGA, ATR-IR, SEM-EDS, N2 sorption, and NMR for crystal structure, thermal 

stability, surface functional groups, particle morphology-elemental composition, surface area, 

and the loading of functional group respectively. 

3.7 Characterization of resins 

The reins in its as received and treated (section 3.12.1) forms were characterized using the 

methods such as ATR-IR and N2 sorption for determining surface functional groups and the 

surface area, respectively. 
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3.8 Leaching of black mass 

Different acids such as phosphoric acid, tartaric acid and citric acid were used to leach the 

metals from black mass according to the optimized conditions as mentioned in the following 

studies. 

Table 3.2. Optimized conditions used for black mass leaching 

Leachate Temperature 

(°C) 

Time 

(min) 

Liquid-

solid  ratio 

(mL g-1) 

Efficiency 

(From 

Literature) 

Reference 

Phosphoric acid 0.8 M + 

4 %(v/v) H2O2 

70 60 20 Ni- 12.54%, Co-

1.63%, Mn-

1.70%, and Li-

98.94% 

(Xiangping 

Chen et al., 

2018) 

Tartaric acid 0.5 M+ 

4 %(v/v) H2O2 

70 30 59 - (He et al., 

2017) 

Citric acid 2M + 

2 %(v/v) H2O2 

80 90 30 Ni- 98%, Co-

97%, Mn-98%, 

and Li-89%  

(Xiangping 

Chen & 

Zhou, 

2014) 

Sulphuric acid 2 M + 

5 %(v/v) H2O2 

75 30 10 Co-93 %, Li-

94% 

(Ahn et al., 

2019) 

The recovery efficiencies in leaching media for different metals were calculated according to 

equation 14. 

𝐿𝐸 =  
𝐶×𝑉

𝑚×𝑤 
 × 100%             (14) 

where LE is the leaching efficiency of metal in percentage, C (g L-1) is the leachate metal ion 

concentration, V (L) is the volume of leaching solution, m (g)  is the mass of black mass sample 

leached and w is mass to mass fraction for the respective metal in black mass digested using 

aqua regia. 

            Figure 3.10. Experimental setup for black mass leaching 
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3.9 Determination of acid stability of MOF-808 

A volume of 20 mL of acids were used with leached metals or without metals, and pH was 

adjusted using 1 M NaOH and 1 M HCl by adding appropriate volumes according to the pH 

meter reading. 100 mg of MOF-808 was added to pH adjusted solutions and stirred at 200 rpm 

for 24 h. The solution was centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 15 min, and the solid residue was dried 

in an oven at 60 °C overnight. The residue was analyzed by XRD and TGA and compared with 

the initial form to determine the stability. 

3.10 Preparation of simulated solutions. 

2000 mgL-1 of Ni2+, 600 mgL-1 of Co2+ and a mixed solution of both metal ions, which 

corresponds to 1:5 diluted aqua regia digestion solution metal concentrations were prepared 

using 2.0876 g and 0.6057 g of NiCl2.6H2O and CoCl2.6H2O respectively in 250 mL of distilled 

water. The leachate metal concentrations 350 mgL-1 of lithium and 500 mgL-1 of manganese 

obtained by the analysis mentioned above were used in addition to nickel and cobalt to prepare 

the mixed simulated solution of 4 metal ions. For Mn2+ and Li+, distilled water solutions of 250 

mL were prepared using 0.4503 g and 0.5345 g of MnCl2.4H2O and LiCl respectively. 

3.11 Preparation of UV-visible spectrometer calibration curves 

Initially, 100 mL of 2500 mgL-1of Co2+ solution and 10000 mgL-1 of Ni2+ were prepared using 

1.0094 g CoCl2.6H2O and 4.1751 g NiCl2.6H2O, respectively in distilled water. A series of 

concentrations 250, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, and 2500 mgL-1of Co2+ and 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 

4000, 5000, 6000 mgL-1of  Ni2+  were prepared by diluting the initial Co2+ and Ni2+solutions 

with distilled water. A volume of 2.5 -3.0 mL of the prepared solutions was taken into a quartz 

cuvette and measured using UV-1600PC Spectrophotometer to record the spectra from 190 nm 

to 900 nm wavelength. The absorbance of the peaks at 511 nm and 394 nm were recorded  

corresponding to Co2+ and Ni2+ respectively, to prepare the calibration curves of concentration 

vs absorbance. 

 

 

 

           Figure 3.11. Solutions prepared for preparing calibration curve (a) nickel (b) cobalt 

(a) 

(b) 
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3.12 Resin batch adsorption experiments 

Simulated nickel and cobalt solutions were prepared using distilled water. Sorption was studied 

by varying experimental parameters, such as solution initial pH, temperature, contact time, 

initial metal concentration, and liquid-solid (metal solution-resin) ratio.  

3.12.1 Pretreatment of resins 

The resin, Amberlite IRC 748, was used in as received (Sodium) form and treated (hydrogen) 

form for the adsorption experiments. Resins in Sodium form were first stirred at 70 rpm with 

1M H2SO4 for 1 h and washed with pH 5 distilled water to remove impurities to convert the 

resin to the hydrogen form. 

3.12.2 Determination of the effect of resin form and pH 

The batch adsorption experiments at a temperature of 20 °C were conducted in 50 mL glass 

vials by adding 0.5 g resin in both as received and treated form into 25 mL of individual metal 

(Ni2+ or Co2+), mixed metals (Ni2+ and Co2+) solution, and mixed metals (Ni2+, Co2+ ,Mn2+ and 

Li+) solution with pH adjusted to 2, 4, and 6. pH was measured using pH meter(VWR PH 

1100L).A 70 rpm stirring was provided using a magnetic stirrer for adequate mixing with 

minimal physical damage to the resin beads. After 24, the solution was filtered to separate 

adsorbents using qualitative filter paper of 5-13 µm particle retention and 90 mm diameter. The 

filtrate obtained was filtered again using PVDF syringe filters of pore size 0.2 µm and analyzed 

by UV-visible spectrophotometer to determine the metal concentrations using the prepared 

calibration curve.  

3.12.3 Determination of the effect of temperature 

The temperature effect on resin adsorption was evaluated by conducting batch adsorption 

experiments at 20 °C, 30°C and 40 °C at the selected pH values of 3 and 4 for synthetic 

solutions of Ni2+ and Co2+, respectively. 

3.12.4 Determination of adsorption kinetics 

The kinetic parameters and effect of contact time on resin adsorption were evaluated by 

conducting separate batch adsorption experiments, which were filtered at time intervals of 0.5 

h, 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h, and 6 h at 20 °C temperature and pH values of 3, 4 and 6 for synthetic 

solutions of Ni2+, Co2+ and mixed metal ion solution respectively. 

3.12.5 Adsorption isotherm experiment 

The batch adsorption experiments were conducted at different concentrations for Ni2+ (500, 

1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000 mgL-1) and, Co2+ (250, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500      
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mgL-1) for 3 h until it reached equilibrium concentrations. The experiments were conducted at 

20 °C temperature and pH values of 3 and 4 for synthetic solutions of Ni2+ and Co2+ 

respectively. 

3.12.6 Determination of the effect of liquid-solid ratio 

The batch adsorption experiments were conducted at different liquid-solid ratios of 10, 20, 30, 

40, and 50 mL g-1 for 3 h until equilibrium. The experiments were conducted at 20 °C 

temperature and pH values of 3, 4 and 6 for synthetic solutions of Ni2+, Co2+ and mixed metal 

ion solution, respectively. 

3.12.7 Determination of the effect of liquid-solid ratio in the presence of Mn2+ and Li+ 

The batch adsorption experiments were conducted at different liquid-solid ratios of 10, 20, 30, 

40, and 50 mL g-1 for 3 h until equilibrium. The experiments were conducted at 20 °C 

temperature and pH 6 for simulated mixed metal ion solution of Ni2+, Co2+, Mn2+ and Li+. 

3.12.8 Regeneration of resins 

The metal loaded resin beads were eluted using 1M H2SO4 for 24 h, and the eluate was analyzed 

for Ni2+ and Co2+ using a UV visible spectrophotometer. The resins after elution were washed 

using distilled water, 1 M NaOH and again by distilled water and dried overnight at room 

temperature. 

3.13 Resin column breakthrough experiment 

5.0 g of as received resin was packed into a column with height 20 cm and internal diameter 

1.5 cm. The resin bed height was about 4 cm. The top of the resin bed was covered by a layer 

of glass wool to ensure uniform liquid distribution. Simulated mixed metal ion solution of Ni2+, 

Co2+, Mn2+ and Li+ adjusted to pH 6 at 20 °C was poured manually, maintaining a constant 

liquid level in the column. The average solution flowrate was 0.67 mL min-1. The solution from 

the column outlet was collected at 10 min time intervals and filtered using PVDF syringe filters 

of pore size 0.2 µm and analyzed by UV visible spectrophotometer to determine the Ni2+ and 

Co2+ concentrations using the prepared calibration curves.  
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Figure 3.12. Resin breakthrough column experimental setup 

3.14 Characterization of regenerated resins 

The regenerated reins were characterized using the methods such as ATR-IR and N2 sorption 

for determining surface functional groups and the surface area, respectively. 

3.15 MOF-808 batch adsorption experiments 

Simulated solutions of Ni2+ and Co2+ were prepared using distilled water, and sorption was 

studied by varying experimental parameters, such as solution initial pH and liquid-solid 

(metal solution-resin) ratio. 

3.15.1 Determination of the effect of pH 

The batch adsorption experiments were conducted in 50 mL glass vials at 20 °C temperature 

by adding 0.1 g MOF-808-acetate, MOF-808-benzoate, MOF-808-DHBA, and MOF-808-

EDTA into 20 mL of individual metal (Ni2+ or Co2+), mixed metals (Ni2+ and Co2+) solution, 

and  mixed metals (Ni2+,Co2+ ,Mn2+ and Li+) solution with pH adjusted to 2, 4, and 6. pH was 

measured using pH meter(VWR PH 1100L). After 24 h stirring at 200 rpm, the solution was 

centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 15 min. The supernatant obtained was filtered using PVDF syringe 

filters of pore size 0.2 µm and analyzed by UV visible spectrophotometer to determine the 

metal concentrations using the prepared calibration curve.  

3.15.2 Determination of the effect of liquid-solid ratio 

The batch adsorption experiments were conducted for MOF-808-acetate and MOF-808-EDTA 

at different liquid-solid ratios of 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 mL g-1 for 24 h until equilibrium. 

The experiments were conducted at 20 °C temperature and a pH of 6 for a simulated mixed 

metal ion solution of Ni2+ and Co2+. 
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3.15.3 Determination of the effect of liquid-solid ratio in the presence of Mn2+ and Li+ 

The batch adsorption experiments were conducted for MOF-808-EDTA at different liquid-

solid ratios of 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 mL g-1 for 24 h until equilibrium. The experiments 

were conducted at 20 °C temperature and pH of 6 for simulated mixed metal ion solution of 

Ni2+, Co2+, Mn2+ and Li+. 

3.15.4 Regeneration of MOF-808-EDTA 

The metal loaded MOF-808-EDTA was regenerated using 0.22 M 2Na-EDTA and washed 

using distilled water, dried overnight at 60 °C temperature, and then used for another adsorption 

cycle to determine the adsorption capacity and solution metal removal. 

3.16 Characterization of regenerated MOF-808-EDTA 

The regenerated MOF-808-EDTA were characterized using the methods such as XRD, TGA, 

ATR-IR, N2 sorption, and EDS for crystal structure, thermal stability, surface functional 

groups, surface area, and the elemental composition, respectively. 

3.17 Batch adsorption experiments in black mass citric acid leachate 

The batch adsorption experiments were conducted in 50 mL glass vials at 20 °C temperature 

by adding 0.1 g MOF-808-acetate, MOF-808-benzoate, MOF-808-EDTA, and as received 

resin into 20 mL of pH 6 adjusted citric acid leachate. After 24 h stirring at 200 rpm, the 

solution was centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 15 min. The supernatant obtained was filtered using 

PES membrane syringe filters of pore size 0.2 µm and analyzed by ICP-OES to determine the 

metal concentrations. The solid adsorbent residues were characterized by XRD to determine 

chemical stability. 

       Figure 3.13. Black mass leachate solutions after adsorption experiments 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section presents the results of all the characterization parts and adsorption experiments,  

including a detailed discussion of the results. The data and calculations relevant to the tables 

and figures in this section are included in the appendix. 

4.1 Characterization of black mass and black mass leached residue 

The black mass analysis from XRF, ICP-OES, XRD, TGA, and SEM-EDS were adopted to 

obtain the characterization results. 

4.1.1 Determination of the composition of black mass  

The composition of black mass samples analyzed by XRF and ICP-OES is illustrated in Tables 

4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The analysis was conducted in duplicates and triplicates for each 

sample, and the mean weight percentage of each element in the battery samples with standard 

deviation was indicated (Appendix 1 and Appendix 2). The composition values of the two 

analysis methods were significantly different due to the physical state of the samples analyzed. 

XRF determined the composition of the solid black mass sample. Thus it should indicate the 

total quantity of the metals in it. Still, for metals of interest such as Co, Mn, Fe, Cu and Al, 

XRF gave lower quantities indicating the error of using it for quantification purposes of 

elements having spectral interference and samples with a high degree of heterogeneity. When 

considering ICP-OES results, even though it is considered that aqua regia digestion digests the 

metals 100 %, the results obtained for nickel indicated that it was not as expected.  

 

Table 4.1. XRF analyzed composition for black mass 

 

 

Table 4.2. ICP-OES analyzed composition for digested solution 

Element Al Co Cu Fe Li Mn Ni Ca Cr K Mg Zn 

% (w/w) 4.45±0.21 6.25±0.35 5.55±0.35 0.9 3.3 5.3±0.28 20.3±1.27 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.5 

 

 

 

Element MgO Al2

O3 

SiO2 P S Ca Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Zr Mo 

% (w/w) 0.89±

0.31 

3.6±

0.72 

1.91±

0.32 

0.1±

0.01 

0.35±

0.07 

0.38±

0.09 

0.16±

0.05 

3.36±

0.66 

0.41

±0.1 

1.75±

0.47 

48.57±

5.38 

3.83±

0.62 

0.28±

0.08 

0.11±

0.05 

0.02±

0.01 
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Figure 4.1 shows the elements present in Aqua regia leachate in a graphical format as 

determined by ICP-OES. Nickel was the most abundant element, while aluminium, cobalt, 

copper, manganese and lithium were in significant quantities in 1- 6 % (w/w). 

 

          Figure 4.1. ICP-OES determined composition of digestion solution 

According to the composition of nickel, manganese and cobalt, a configuration of NMC 722 

was obtained (Appendix 3). Therefore, the black mass can be considered a mixture of NMC 

622 and NMC 811. 

The mean values for the leaching by both analysis methods were tabulated in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3. Mean leachate metal weight percentages 

Sample  Metal %(w/w)- 

ICP- OES 

Metal  %(w/w)- 

XRF 

Co Mn Ni Co Mn Ni 

Mean of Aqua regia leached 5.50.85 4.7±0.85 18.05±2.62 1.84±0.19 4.76±0.21 31.74±5.51 

Mean of Aqua regia + H2O2 

leached 

6.25±0.35 5.3±0.28 20.3±1.27 1.95±0.2 4.81±0.27 33.34±5.5 

  

Comparison between ICP-OES and XRF results for the leached weight percentages of metals 

when subjected to Aqua regia leaching and Aqua regia + H2O2 leaching were tabulated in table 

4.3. The ICP-OES analysis results were converted from the metal concentration of leachate to 

the percentage of metals leached. In XRF, the difference between the black mass and leached 

black mass residue metal weight percentage was used to calculate each sample's leached metals' 

weight percentages. 
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The results obtained by analysis of leachate solution by ICP-OES resulted in higher values for 

cobalt and manganese and lower values for nickel compared to the material balance calculation 

conducted for black mass to determine the metal weight percentages in leachates using XRF 

analysis results.  

However, cobalt weight percentage resulted in a higher difference in results for the two analysis 

methods compared to manganese and nickel, possibly due to the spectral interference of cobalt 

and iron in XRF analysis. Also, the ICP-OES analyzed metal concentrations in leachate have 

decreased when subjected to Aqua regia +H2O2 leaching, which should have been increased 

according to the other studies which indicated the enhancement of leaching efficiency by using 

a reducing agent such as H2O2. 

 4.1.2 Black mass XRD analysis 

Figure 4.2 demonstrates the XRD of black mass sample. The highest intensity characteristic 

peak was observed around 18-19 degrees 2 theta for the pristine cathode material. XRD spectra 

similar to black mass before thermal treatment was not observed in the spectra in this study 

due to the use of thermally treated black mass where the reducing heating pretreatment 

transforms LiNixCoyMnzO2 into phases of Ni, Co, MnO and Li2CO3 (H. Wang et al., 2017).  

Several characteristic peaks of raw black mass have attenuated due to leaching. New peaks 

have appeared, indicating the formation of new products during leaching, dissoluting the 

existing compounds (Xiangping Chen et al., 2019). 

Furthermore, most of the changes in peaks are similar in leached residues except for the aqua 

regia digestion sample, indicated that almost similar chemical compounds result from tartaric, 

phosphoric, and citric acid leaching. The most sustaining and intensified characteristic peak in 

all the leached residue samples around 26-28 degrees 2 theta was considered to be from 

graphite (X. Zeng et al., 2015). 
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Figure 4.2. X-ray diffraction patterns of black mass and black mass leach residues of acids 

4.1.3 Black mass SEM-EDS analysis 

Figure 4.3 displays SEM images of black mass (b) and the black mass residue after citric acid 

leaching (d) and their corresponding EDS elemental contents. It can be observed that black 

mass particles were irregular shaped and consisted of particles of different sizes, but in citric 

acid leach residue, the irregular shaped particles were smaller in size and distributed in lower 

size distribution. This indicated a removal process that happened during citric acid leaching, 

which confirmed the elemental analysis results through EDS. The weight percentages of nickel, 

cobalt and manganese have reduced. But in the case of nickel, a weight percentage of 10.64 % 

remained even after citric acid leaching due to its higher abundance in black mass. It should 

also be noted that the black mass had diversed elemental compositions due to its heterogeneous 

distribution of components, as indicated by the presence of aluminium and carbon in leach 

residue, which was not detected in the black mass sample analyzed. These SEM-EDS samples 

were not taken from the same sample amount for the analysis. Therefore, it may have affected 

the quantitative values obtained in elemental composition analysis from EDS. However, the 

trend in the metal removals was as expected due to leaching. In order to get the exact overview 

of the leaching process, it is important to use the same sample to analyze before and after 

leaching.     
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Figure 4.3. SEM-EDS analysis: (a) EDS and (b) SEM of black mass. (c) EDS and (d) SEM 

for black mass after citric acid leaching 

4.1.4 Black mass TGA analysis 

Figure 4.4 presents the TGA curves for black mass and citric acid leach black mass residue 

when heated in the air from 25 °C to 1000 °C. According to the TGA, the black mass was a 

thermostable material in the analyzed temperature range, showing a slight weight loss of 4% 

and a weight gain that may be due to oxide formations when heated above 700 °C. However, 

the citric acid leached black mass residue showed a 38 % weight loss in the considered 

temperature range. The free and bound water in the residue is expected to be removed until 150 

°C, which accounts for a 4 % weight loss. The remaining weight loss can be considered to be 

due to the oxidation and calcination of the citric acid leach residue. When heated above 350 

°C, the citric acid leach residue had an approximately constant weight with a weight loss of 

less than 5 %. 

Element Weight % Atomic % 

O K 14.48 36.65 

SiK 4.25 6.13 

MnK 25.27 18.63 

CoK 16.11 11.07 

NiK 39.88 27.51 

Element Weight 

% 

Atomic 

% 

  

C K 16.21 25.50   

O K 43.32 51.17   

NiL 10.64 3.42   

AlK 26.60 18.63   

SiK 0.58 0.39   

MnK 0.99 0.34   

CoK 1.60 0.51   

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 
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Figure 4.5. ATR-IR for black mass and citric acid leached black mass residue 

 

             Figure 4.4. TGA for black mass and black mass after citric acid leaching. 

4.1.5 Black mass ATR-IR analysis 

Figure 4.5 shows ATR-IR spectra of black mass and the citric acid leached black mass residue. 

The spectra were divided into two regions known as the characteristic and fingerprint regions. 

The characteristic region comprised chemical bonds and groups of organic compounds, and the 

fingerprint region consisted of metal oxide bonds. The two curves showed similar behaviour 

from 3600-3200 cm-1, which was related to the stretching vibration of O-H of water molecules. 

At wavenumber 1580 cm-1, citric acid leach residue had a lower reflectance indicating the 

presence of amide groups (Olsztyńska-Janus et al., 2018). Peaks in 1300-1000 cm-1 were 

mainly due to C-O and C-H stretching vibrations. At wavenumbers, 610 cm-1  and 560 cm-1  

peaks were shown by vibrations of Li-O and Co-O, respectively (Xiangping Chen et al., 2019). 

But the spectra in this study were only recorded for wavenumbers above 650 cm-1. 
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4.2 Synthesis of MOF-808-acetate and ligand exchange 

Several batches of MOF-808-acetate were synthesized based on the water-based protocol by 

(Aunan et al., 2021). The synthesis was conducted for 72 h to ensure the quality of the product 

and to get a higher yield. It was noted that the solids got firmly attached to the tube during 

centrifugation. Therefore, the attached solids were loosened and crushed using a spatula and 

taken to the solution phase to enhance the efficiency of the washing process.  

The mass of the experimental product was calculated based on the TGA determined solvent 

and unreacted modulator removal percentage, which accounted for 19.34 % of the as-

synthesized product yield. According to the theoretical yield calculation (Appendix 3), the 

experimental MOF-808-acetate yields were converted to yield % values as follows in Table 

4.4. 

  Table 4.4. MOF-808-acetate yields for the synthesized batches. 

MOF-808-

acetate  batch  

Mass of ZrOCl2.8H2O 

(g) 

Mass of experimental 

MOF-808-acetate (g) 

Yield % 

1 1.815 0.9945 74.77 

2 1.500 0.7363 66.99 

3 1.500 0.7439 67.68 

4 3.000 1.6689 75.92 

5 3.000 1.6823 76.53 

6 3.000 1.5486 70.45 

7 1.500 0.811 73.78 

8 3.000 1.6529 75.19 

9 1.500 0.8686 79.02 

 

The yield percentages were in the range of 67 % - 79 %. This variation was due to the product 

loss during separation and distilled water washing of the samples. The separation was carried 

out by centrifuging at 4000 rpm for 15 min. But still, the supernatant had a slightly milky colour 

indicating the availability of a certain amount of products in suspension. Also, removing the 

linker and modulator from the MOF-808-acetate in the solvent and unreacted modulator 

removal region may have affected the accurate yield of the experimentally obtained product.  

The ligand exchange reactions were conducted with synthesized MOF-808- acetate. First, the 

ligand to be exchanged was dissolved in water to form an aqueous solution. The added 

quantities of ligands were not soluble in the used amount of distilled water at room temperature. 

Therefore, the solutions were heated to the reaction temperature of ligand exchange in order to 

dissolve the ligands. The ligand exchanged MOF-808 was separated by filtration while it was 

hot to avoid retaining unreacted ligands with MOF. 
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4.3 Characterization of MOF-808  

The MOF-808 –acetate and its modified MOFs such as MOF-808-benzoate, MOF-808-EDTA 

and MOF-808-3,4-dihydroxybenzoate were characterized by XRD, TGA, N2 sorption, IR, 

NMR, and SEM-EDS. 

4.3.1 XRD analysis 

XRD was conducted to confirm the proper synthesis of the MOFs by considering their 

crystallinity. Figure 4.6 (a) and Figure 4.6 (b) show the XRD for simulated MOF-808 (Trickett 

et al., 2019) and synthesized MOF-808 in two forms, slurry and powder, respectively. The 

XRD patterns of the experimental MOF-808-acetate were normalized to the simulated curve. 

The XRD spectra of synthesized MOF-808 were consistent with the simulated spectra as there 

were no considerable difference in corresponding peaks of the spectra.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6. Normalized X-ray diffraction patterns for (a) simulated MOF-808                                               

(b) MOF-808-acetate slurry (c) MOF-808-acetate powder 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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The MOF-808 samples synthesized in a single batch were around 1 g. The powder XRD 

required a significant amount of the synthesized samples, and also, the sample sizes used in 

adsorption applications were 0.1 g which was insufficient for powder XRD. Therefore, slurry 

samples were prepared for MOF-808 XRD. Figure 4.6 confirmed that the XRD patterns were 

the same for both slurry and powder samples. 

Figure 4.7 shows the normalized XRD patterns of grafted groups to MOF-808-acetate. When 

comparing the grafted MOF-808 with MOF-808-acetate, it can be concluded based on 

observation of corresponding peaks that these MOFs had peaks at nearly the same 2θ angles 

which confirmed the unchanged crystallinity after the modification processes.    

 

               Figure 4.7. Normalized X-ray diffraction patterns for MOF-808  

4.3.2 ATR-IR spectra 

Figure 4.8 shows the ATR-IR spectra of MOF-808-acetate and its modified MOFs. After the 

exchange of ligands with MOF-808-acetate, several additional peaks were recorded. In MOF-

808-EDTA, a peak closer to 1580 cm-1 was observed due to the C-N bond of the EDTA group. 

The three modified MOF-808 showed intense peaks closer to 1600 cm-1  and 1400 cm-1  due to 

the higher number of  C=O bonds than MOF-808-acetate, confirming a structural modification 

in the samples of  MOF-808 by EDTA, benzoic acid, and DHBA.  All the curves showed 
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similar behaviour from 3600-3200 cm-1, which represents the stretching vibration of O-H of 

water molecules.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Figure 4.8. ATR-IR spectra of MOF-808  

4.3.3 TGA analysis 

Figure 4.9 shows the TGA for MOF-808-acetate. Three distinct regions observed can be 

described based on the study (Winarta et al., 2020). As shown in Figure 4.10, region 1 

corresponded to the mass loss due to removing solvent and unreacted modulators in the pores. 

The mass loss in region 2 represented the dehydroxylation of metal nodes. It was assumed that 

regions 3 and 4 represent the mass losses due to the removal of the modulator and linker, 

respectively.  

C-N 

C=O 

C=O 
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Figure 4.10. Regions of TGA curve of MOF-808-acetate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

The theoretical mass loss percentages can be calculated as follows with respect to the weight 

of 6ZrO2. 

Theoretical weight % of Zr6O6BTC2 = 
𝑍𝑟6𝑂6𝐵𝑇𝐶2

6𝑍𝑟𝑂2
 = 

1057.54 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙

6×123.22 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙
 = 143.04 % 

Theoretical weight loss % due to linker removal = 143.04 % - 100% =43.04 % 

 

Theoretical weight % of Zr6O6BTC2 (CH3COO)6= 
𝑍𝑟6𝑂6𝐵𝑇𝐶2(CH3COO)6

6𝑍𝑟𝑂2
 =

1411.78 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙

6×123.22 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙
  

    = 190.96% 

Region 1-Solvent and unreacted modulator 

removal 

Region 2- dehydroxylation of metal nodes 

Region 3- removal of modulator  

Region 4- removal of linker 

Figure 4.9. Variation of weight and heat flow with time for MOF-808-acetate 
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Theoretical weight loss % due to modulator removal = 190.96%-143.04 % =47.92 % 

 

Theoretical weight % of Zr6O4(OH)4BTC2 (CH3COO)6= 
𝑍𝑟6𝑂4(𝑂𝐻)4𝐵𝑇𝐶2(CH3COO)6

6𝑍𝑟𝑂2
    

                                                                                         =
1447.82 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙

6×123.22 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙
   

 

                                                                                         = 195.83% 

Theoretical weight loss % due to de-hydroxylation of metal node = 195.83% - 190.96%  

                                                                                                         = 4.87% 

The experimentally determined weight removal percentages were indicated in Figure 4.11. 

 

Figure 4.11. Calculation of experimental weight % of regions for MOF-808-acetate 

The theoretical and experimental results can be compared to identify the defects in the synthesis  

as shown in Table 4.5. The theoretical weight losses due to linker and modulator removals were 

slightly higher than that of respective experimental removals, indicating less linker and 

modulator in MOF-808. The experimental de- hydroxylation was higher than the theoretical, 

indicating that other components such as associated chlorides modulators had also decomposed 

in the considered region. According to the TGA, the activation temperature for MOF-808-

acetate was considered 160 °C, which removes the solvent and unreacted modulator content in 

the pores, which is 46.8 % with respect to the ZrO2 weight. 

Region 1 =46.8% 

Region 2 =10.2 % 

Region 3 =40% 

Region 4 =40% 
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Table 4.5. Comparison of theoretical and experimental weight loss percentages. 

 

 

Figure 4.12 shows the TGA for several batches of MOF-808-acetate, which gave consistent 

TGA curves overlapping with each other with slight variations in solvent and unreacted 

modulator removing region (region 1).   

 

Figure 4.13 displays the TGA curves for the modified MOF-808. The linker removal (region 

4) was the only similar region in the modified MOF-808. At the same time, the rest of the 

curves deviated, showing different thermal properties due to the difference in solvent amounts 

and the type of modulator. According to the TGA curves, the thermal stability of all the MOFs 

were maintained until 200 °C. MOF-808-EDTA lost its thermal stability around 200 ° C, MOF-

Removing component Theoretical weight loss % Experimental weight loss % 

Linker 43.04 40 

Modulator  47.92 40 

de-hydroxylation in metal node 4.87 10.2 

Figure 4.12. TGA curves for synthesized MOF-808-acetate batches 
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808-benzoate and MOF-808-DHBA around 280 ° C and finally MOF-808-acetate around 350 

°C, indicating the difference of modulators present in MOF-808.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.4 SEM analysis 

Figure 4.14 displays the SEM images at a magnification of around 5000 for MOF-808-acetate 

before the adsorption experiment and MOF-808-acetate, MOF-808-EDTA, and MOF-808-

benzoate after the adsorption experiment in citric acid leaching media. These images indicated 

that the MOF-808 varieties possessed the same octahedral morphology even after the 

adsorption experiment. However, a floc formation was observed in the samples after 

adsorption.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14. SEM images for MOF-808-acetate (a) as synthesized (b) after adsorption in citric 

acid black mass leachate. MOF-808-EDTA (c) as synthesized (d) after adsorption in citric acid 

black mass leachate 

Figure 4.13. TGA curves for MOF-808 types 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 
(d) 
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4.3.5 Nitrogen sorption analysis 

Figure 4.15 shows nitrogen adsorption (filled marker) and desorption isotherms (non filled 

marker) for MOF-808-acetate and modified MOFs. The curves are in IUPAC type I (Langmuir) 

isotherm. However, MOF-808-acetate showed two steps slightly deviating from type I 

isotherm due to the presence of both mesopores( 2-50 nm) and micropores(< 2 nm). It was 

considered that zirconium precursor modified the average mesopore size of MOF-808(Ardila-

Suárez et al., 2019). When the MOF-808-acetate was subjected to modifications by ligand 

exchange by more bulky groups, the large adamantane-shaped pores got partially filled, 

resulting in pore sizes in the range of micropores (Aunan et al., 2021). Therefore, the modified 

MOF-808 followed the type I adsorption isotherm well.  

 

Figure 4.15. Nitrogen sorption isotherms for MOF-808  

Table 4.6 summarized the results obtained by calculating BET surface area, total pore volume, 

and monolayer pore volume for the four adsorbents (Appendix 5). The BET surface area was 

used here for comparison purposes, but the BET surface area was not a meaningful term for 

microporous adsorbents(Rouquerol et al.). According to the previous studies, MOF-808 was 

reported with a BET surface area of over 2000 m2/g(Furukawa et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2019; Y. 

Peng et al., 2018). The deviation of BET surface area was possibly due to the insufficient 

degassing and inaccuracy of plotting the BET curve with three points. However, the MOF-808-
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EDTA resulted in a closer  BET surface area value, as reported in (Y. Peng et al., 2018). 

Compared to MOF-808-acetate, the modified MOFs had lower BET surface area and pore 

volumes due to the bulky ligands introduced. Due to the attached hydroxyl groups, the BET 

surface area and pore volumes of MOF-808-DHBA were lower than MOF-808-benzoate. 

 

 Table 4.6. Calculated properties from BET curve equation of MOF-808 

Adsorbent BET surface 

area (m2/g) 

Total pore 

volume (cm3/g) 

at 0.94 P/Po 

Monolayer 

pore volume 

(Vm) 

(cm3(STP)/g) 

Correlation 

coefficient  

MOF-808-acetate 1548 0.637 356 0.9977 

MOF-808-EDTA 1101 0.459 253 0.9995 

MOF-808-DHBA 1175 0.491 270 0.9995 

MOF-808-benzoate 1262 0.523 290 1.0000 

 

4.3.6 NMR analysis 

The molar ratios of species present in MOFs such as linker, modulator and the functional 

groups (ligands) were summarized as follows in Table 4.7. The detailed calculations and the 

spectra are included in appendix 6.   

Table 4.7. Summary of NMR quantified molar ratios for MOF-808  

 

 

 

Sample Linker Modulator 

(Mod.) 

Functional 

group (FG) 
(
𝐌𝐨𝐝.

𝐁𝐓𝐂
)𝐦𝐑 (

𝐅𝐆

𝐁𝐓𝐂
)𝐦𝐑 

𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐦𝐑 

MOF-808-

acetate 

Trimesic acid 

(BTC) 

Acetic 

acid 

 2.28   

MOF-808-

benzoate 

Trimesic acid 

(BTC) 

Acetic 

acid 

Benzoic 

acid 

0.14 2.55 2.69 

MOF-808-

EDTA 

Trimesic acid 

(BTC) 

Acetic 

acid 

EDTA-2Na  2.61 2.61 
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4.4 Characterization of resins 

The resin in as received and pretreated forms were characterized by N2 sorption, IR, and 

SEM-EDS. 

4.4.1 Nitrogen sorption (BET) analysis  

Figure 4.16 shows the nitrogen adsorption (filled marker) and desorption isotherms (non-

filled marker) of resin in as received and acid-treated forms. The curves were in IUPAC type 

II isotherm, where it formed a monolayer and then changed into a multi-layer. The two 

isotherms consisted of  similar variation, with acid-treated resin having a slightly higher BET 

surface area, as shown in Table 4.8. The BET surface area of the resin was recorded as 19.68 

m2 g -1 previously in (Wan et al., 2014), which is lower than the results obtained in this study. 

The difference is possibly due to the inaccuracy in selected points in the BET curve. 

            Figure 4.16. Nitrogen sorption isotherms for resins as received and treated 

 Table 4.8. Calculated properties from BET curve equation for resins 

Adsorbent BET surface 

area (m2/g) 

Total pore 

volume (cm3/g) 

at 0.94 P/Po 

Monolayer 

pore volume 

(Vm) 

(cm3(STP)/g) 

Correlation 

coefficient  

Amberlite IRC 748(as 

received) 

29 0.064 7 0.9977 

Amberlite IRC748 (acid-

treated) 

34 0.057 8 1.0000 
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4.4.2 IR analysis 

Figure 4.17 shows ATR-IR spectra of as received resin and acid-treated resin. The 

wavenumbers  1580, 1400, and 1300 with intense peaks were assigned to C-N, C=O, and C-H, 

respectively, which are the characteristic bonds present in the iminodiacetic acid group resin. 

According to the spectrum for acid-treated resin, the functional groups of resins have been 

reduced drastically due to the 1 M H2SO4 pretreatment. Also, the region 3600-3200 cm-1 

corresponding to the stretching vibration of O-H of water molecules and carboxylic groups 

were absent in the acid-treated resin.  

   Figure 4.17. ATR-IR spectra for resins 

 

4.5 Black mass leaching experiments 

The composition of black mass leachates obtained from different acids and pH profiles of some 

acids are analyzed here.  

4.5.1 Leachate compositions and leaching efficiencies 

Table 4.9 illustrates the black mass metal composition in weight percent - % (w/w) with respect 

to the weight of black mass for different leaching media. A common unit with respect to the 

black mass amount used was necessary to compare among the leaching media because different 

solid to liquid ratios were used for the leaching.  According to previous studies, aqua regia 

digestion was considered to be leaching the metals totally into the liquid phase(Xiangping Chen 

et al., 2019; Dorella & Mansur, 2007). Therefore, the leachate compositions were compared 
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with aqua regia digestion to have an overview of the percentage efficiency of leaching as 

tabulated in Table 4.10.  

Table 4.9. Metal composition of black mass leachates from acids 

 Leaching 

media 

Al Co  Cu Fe Li Mn Ni B Ca K Mg Si Zn 

 %(w/w) 

Aqua regia 4.45 6.25  5.55 0.9 3.3 5.3 20.3 0 0.4 0.2 0.5 0 0.5 

H3PO4 (0.8 M) 1.8 2.3  2.1 0.3 2.4 3 4.5 0 0.2 0.1 0.2 1 0.3 

H3PO4 (0.6 M) 2 2.6  2.3 0.2 2.6 3.3 4.8 0 0.2 0.1 0.2 1 0.3 

Tartaric acid (C4H6O) 

 (0.5 M) 

3.05 2.5    0.45 3.15 5.05 4.95 0 0.35 0.1 0.35 1.35 0.25 

Sulfuric acid (H2SO4)  

(2.0 M) 

4.9 5  
 

0.7 3.6 5.5 12.6 0 0.5 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.5 

Citric acid (2.0 M) 2.8 3.2  
 

0.5 3.3 4.7 6.3             

 

Table 4.10. Metal leaching efficiencies of black mass leachates from acids 

Leaching media Al Co Cu Fe Li Mn Ni Ca K Mg Zn 

Efficiency % 

H3PO4 (0.8 M) 40.4 36.8 37.8 33.3 72.7 56.6 22.2 50 50 40 60 

H3PO4 (0.6 M) 44.9 41.6 41.4 22.2 78.8 62.3 23.6 50 50 40 60 

Tartaric acid (C4H6O) 

(0.5 M) 

68.55 40 
 

50 95.45 95.25 24.4 87.5 50 70 50 

Sulfuric acid (H2SO4) 

(2.0 M) 

110.1 80 
 

77.8 109.1 103.8 62.1 125 100 120 100 

Citric acid (2.0 M) 62.9 51.2 
 

55.6 100 88.7 31 
    

 

Sulphuric acid leachate resulted in 100 % leaching efficiencies for metals except copper, nickel, 

iron, and cobalt. The leaching efficiencies for sulphuric acid were higher than 100 % for some 

metals, which indicated aqua regia digestion was not leaching out total metal quantity from 

black mass confirming the presence of residual metals in digested and leached residues as 

indicated by XRF.  The H3PO4 leaching with a concentration of 0.6 M gave better efficiencies 

for all the considered metals. However, by considering the ability to optimize the media's 

leaching efficiency and environmental sustainability, citric acid and tartaric acid were used in 

further analysis. Figure 4.18 displays a bar graph of leaching efficiency percentage metals of 

significant quantities in black mass with respect to the selected leaching media. Both citric and 
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tartaric acids gave leaching efficiencies closer to each other. Citric acid showed higher leaching 

efficiencies with cobalt, iron, lithium and nickel, while tartaric acid showed higher leaching 

efficiencies with aluminium and manganese. However, the leaching efficiencies can be further 

enhanced in both organic acids by varying leaching parameters such as concentration of acid, 

time, temperature, and solid-liquid ratio. 

 

           Figure 4.18. Black mass leaching efficiency of citric and tartaric acid  

4.5.2 Acid pH profiles 

Figures 4.19 to 4.21 indicate the pH profiles obtained when adding 1 M NaOH to 20 mL of 

acid solutions used at their respective concentrations used in black mass leaching. 

Figure 4.19 shows the pH profile of citric acid with the volume of 1 M NaOH added. The initial 

pH of 2 M citric acid was 1.86. Volumes of 2 mL, 40 mL and 80 mL of 1 M NaOH were 

required to make the acid solution pH 2, 4 and 6, respectively. This pH adjustment increased 

the amount of sodium ions in the acid solution, which may have affected the transition metal 

adsorption from the leachate. The higher base volume consumption in citric acid was expected 

due to the existence of following equilibrium dissociations (Xiangping Chen et al., 2016). 

H3Cit                  H2Cit- + H+    pKa = 3.13 

H2Cit-                 HCit2- + H+    pKa = 4.76 

HCit2-                   Cit3- + H+    pKa = 6.40 

 

There was no precipitate observed until pH 11, where a slight precipitation started to form. 
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                  Figure 4.19.  pH profile for citric acid with volume of 1 M NaOH 

Figure 4.20 shows the pH profile of tartaric acid with the volume of 1 M NaOH added. Tartaric 

acid showed quicker responses in pH when the base was added compared to citric acid. A 

colour change was observed at pH 8, but no precipitate resulted. Slight sedimentation was 

observed when the final pH 12 adjusted tartaric acid solution was kept overnight. 

 

           Figure 4.20. pH profile for tartaric acid with volume of 1 M NaOH 

Figure 4.21 shows the pH profile of phosphoric acid with the volume of 1 M NaOH added.  

From the initial drop of base added, there was a precipitate formation. The acid solution pH 

reached 6 with 5.5 mL of NaOH using the lowest amount of base with respect to the other two 

acids.    
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Figure 4.21. pH profile for phosphoric acid with volume of 1 M NaOH 

However, to decide the best leaching media, the chemical stability of adsorbent in acids was 

the critical factor to be considered.  

4.6 MOF chemical stability in black mass leachates 

Figure 4.22 shows the XRD spectra used to determine the chemical stability of MOF-808-

acetate in acid concentrations used for leaching of black mass. The XRD spectra of as-

synthesized MOF-808-acetate were compared with the spectra of MOF-808-acetate after 24 h 

stirring with the acids to determine the stability.  

According to the spectra, all the acid stirred MOF-808-acetate samples except citric acid 

resulted in different spectral lines forming new peaks or completely removing peaks compared 

to as-synthesized MOF-808-acetate. Therefore, according to XRD analysis, only the MOF-
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Figure 4.22. XRD of MOF-808-acetate after adsorption experiments in black 

mass leachates 
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808-acetate sample stirred in citric acid was chemically stable. Therefore, citric acid black mass 

leachate was selected for adsorption experiments.  

 

Figures 4.23 show the normalized XRD spectra of MOF-808-acetate in citric acid without 

metals and with metals, respectively, at different pH values adjusted using 1 M NaOH. The 

XRD spectrum of as-synthesized MOF-808-acetate was compared with the spectra of MOF-

808-acetate after 24 h of stirring with the pH-adjusted citric acid (without metals) and citric 

acid black mass leachate(with metals) to determine the stability. All the spectra except MOF-

808- acetate in pH 11 adjusted black mass citric acid leachate showed peaks similar to the 

MOF-808-acetate as synthesized sample in the region less than 12°of 2θ. However, the relative 

intensities between peaks in the same spectrum were different for all the samples compared to 

MOF-808-acetate as synthesized sample. At higher 2θ values, a spectral noise was observed, 

which was much higher in the samples with metals, indicating the effect of the presence of 

metals for the analysis.  

 

Figure 4.23. XRD spectra of MOF-808-acetate after 24 h stirring in pH adjusted (a) citric acid 

without metals (b) citric acid leached black mass metal solution 

The chemical stability of MOF-808-acetate in pH-adjusted samples were difficult to determine 

only by XRD analysis. Therefore, more data from N2 sorption, TGA and NMR analysis were 

required to conclude chemical stability.    

 

(a) (b) 
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4.7 Adsorption experiments 

This section presents and discusses the nickel and cobalt uptake results of resins and MOFs in 

simulated metal solutions by adsorption and ion exchange.  

4.7.1 Calibration curves 

The UV-visible spectrophotometer was used to analyze cobalt and nickel from the metal ions 

present in the black mass. Manganese also resulted a detectable peak with UV-visible 

spectrophotometer, but the concentration range of the leached metal solutions were resulting 

low absorbance values without significant difference to distinguish between them.   

 

4.7.2 Cobalt calibration curves 

Figure 4.24 (a) and 4.24 (b) show the UV-visible spectra and the calibration curve, respectively, 

for cobalt. The spectra showed a clear peak for cobalt at 511 nm. A calibration curve was 

prepared from the absorbance at 511 nm. A linear trendline was drawn to fit the data set, which 

gave a correlation coefficient of 0.99999.  

 

Figure 4.24. (a) UV-visible spectra for cobalt (b) Calibration curve for absorbance vs 

concentration for cobalt in concentration range 250-2500 mgL-1 

The equation 15 derived from the linear trendline equation was used to convert the absorbance 

values obtained in experiments to the cobalt concentrations.  

 

𝐶𝑜2+ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (
𝑚𝑔

𝐿
) =

(𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑡 511 𝑛𝑚−0.0001419178)

0.0000817611
          (15) 

 

(a) (b) 
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4.7.3 Nickel calibration curves 

Figure 4.25 (a) and 4.25 (b) show the UV-visible spectra and the calibration curve, respectively, 

for nickel. The spectra showed the highest peak for nickel at 394 nm. A calibration curve was 

prepared from the absorbance at 394 nm. A linear trendline was drawn to fit the data set, which 

gave a correlation coefficient of 0.99996.  

 

Figure 4.25. (a) UV-visible spectra for nickel (b) Calibration curve for absorbance vs 

concentration for nickel in concentration range 500-6000 mgL-1 

The equation 16 derived from the linear trendline equation was used to convert the absorbance 

values obtained in experiments to the nickel concentrations.  

 

𝑁𝑖2+ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (
𝑚𝑔

𝐿
) =

(𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑡 394 𝑛𝑚−0.00003767705)

0.00009451331
               (16) 

 

4.8 Ion-exchange experiments for resins in single metal solutions 

Batch experiments were carried out in nickel and cobalt separate solutions to determine the 

effect of pH, time, temperature, and liquid-solid ratio. The factor relative selectivity between 

two metal ions was not discussed in this section because the metal ions were tested as single-

component systems. 

4.8.1 Effect of variation of pH 

Figures 4.26 (a) and 4.26 (b) show the adsorption capacity of treated resins and resins in as 

received form at pH values 2, 3, 4 and 5. The adsorption capacity of Ni2+ was higher at all the 

considered pH values than Co2+. The resins in as received form showed relatively high 

adsorption capacities compared to treated resins showing that the ion exchange was enhanced 

(a) 
(b) 
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when the resin was in sodium form. It could be noted that at pH 6, as received resins showed 

the maximum difference between  Ni2+ and Co2+ adsorption capacities.  

 

Figure 4.26. (a) Variation of adsorption capacity with pH (a) for treated resins (b) as 

received resin 

Figure 4.27 shows the metal ion removal percentages of Ni2+ and Co2+ with treated resins and 

resins in as received form. It was observed that resins in as received form showed a better metal 

uptake than treated resins. The reduction in metal uptake in treated resins was due to the 

removal of functional groups during the acid treatment, as shown in ATR-IR spectra in section 

4.4.2.    

Figure 4.27. Variation of removal percentage with pH (a) for nickel and (b) cobalt for treated 

and as received resins 

Therefore, the resins in as received (Sodium) form were used to determine the effects of other 

factors. The pH values of 3 and 4, which results in the highest adsorption capacities, were used 
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for Ni2+ and Co2+ respectively, for the experiments conducted to determine adsorption kinetics 

and isotherms.  

4.8.2 Effect of variation of temperature 

Figure 4.28 (a) and 4.28 (b) show the adsorption capacity and metal ion removal percentage 

with temperatures of 20, 30, and 40 °C. The parameters did not show a significant variation in 

the temperatures considered. Therefore, room temperature of 20 °C was used in experiments 

conducted after this. 

 

Figure 4.28. Variation of (a) adsorption capacity and (b) removal percentage of Ni2+ and 

Co2+ with temperature 

4.8.4 Adsorption kinetics 

When conducting full-scale experiments, it was necessary to know the rate of metal uptake and 

the time at which equilibrium conditions were reached. Adsorption kinetic studies were 

conducted based on pseudo first order and pseudo second order models to determine the 

parameters of kinetics. 

Figure 4.29 (a) and 4.29 (b) show the variation of concentration and adsorption capacity of Ni2+ 

with time. The pH of Ni2+ solution was adjusted to 3, as discussed previously. The equilibrium 

conditions were achieved in 3 h. 
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Figure 4.29.  Variation of (a) Ni2+concentration and (b) adsorption capacity of Ni2+ with time  

 

Figures 4.30 (a) and 4.30 (b) show the plots for the pseudo first order and pseudo second order 

kinetic models for Ni2+ solution. The model equations 6 and 7 were used in plotting the data, 

and the kinetic parameters were tabulated in table 4.10. The pseudo second order kinetics 

showed a better correlation with the data points than pseudo first order kinetics. 

 

 Figure 4.30. (a)Pseudo first order and (b) pseudo second order kinetic models for Ni2+   

Figure 4.31 (a) and 4.31 (b) show the variation of concentration and adsorption capacity of 

Co2+ with time. The pH Co2+ solution was adjusted to 4, as discussed previously. The 

equilibrium conditions were achieved in 2 h. 
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Figure 4.31. variation of (a) Co2+concentration and (b) adsorption capacity of  Co2+ with 

time 

Figures 4.32 (a) and 4.32 (b) show the plots for pseudo first order and pseudo second order 

kinetic models for Co2+ solution. The model equations 6 and 7 were used in plotting the data, 

and the kinetic parameters were tabulated in table 4.10. The pseudo second order kinetics 

showed a better correlation with the data points than pseudo first order kinetics. 

 

Figure 4.32 (a) Pseudo first order and (b) pseudo second order kinetic models for Co2+   

 

According to table 4.11, when considering better fitting pseudo second order kinetics, the 

second order rate constant for Ni2+ was lower than Co2+ indicating lower sorption rate in Ni2+. 

However, the equilibrium adsorption capacity was higher in Ni2+ compared to Co2+. 
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Table 4.11. Calculated parameters from the kinetic models 

 

4.8.5 Adsorption isotherms 

When optimizing the adsorption process in resins, it is important to know the behaviour of 

metals in solution with the resins. The adsorption isotherms represent the residual metal 

concentrations in the solution with the adsorbed metal amount to the resin. 

The adsorption experimental and model adsorption isotherms for Ni2+ were plotted in figure 

4.33. The model equations of Langmuir and Freundlich were plotted using non-linear 

regression using the solver tool in excel by the least square method. Freundlich isotherm 

showed the best fit for the experimental isotherm. The sums of difference of squares were 87.3 

and 252.1 for Freundlich and Langmuir isotherms, respectively, which confirmed that the 

Freundlich isotherm was the best fit among the two isotherms. 

 

 

              Figure 4.33.Experimental and model adsorption isotherms for Ni2+ 
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Figure 4.34 (a) and 4.34 (b) represent linear regression plots of Langmuir and Freundlich 

isotherms, respectively. The Langmuir isotherm had a higher correlation coefficient than the 

Freundlich isotherm in the linear plots. In contrast, the Langmuir isotherm resulted in a lower 

fit in non-linear regression due to the unsteady maximum adsorption capacity obtained from 

experimental data.  

Figure 4.34. (a) Langmuir and (b) Freundlich isotherm linear plots for adsorption isotherms 

of Ni2+ 

However, by considering the behaviour of the experimental adsorption isotherm, it was 

considered that the Langmuir isotherm represented the adsorption isotherm for resins in Ni2+. 

Table 4.12 represents the parameters of model isotherms. A maximum Ni2+ adsorption capacity 

of 64.52 mg g−1 was obtained from the linear regression Langmuir model. 

 

Table 4.12. Calculated parameters from Ni2+ adsorption isotherm models  

Model parameter Nonlinear 

regression 

Linear regression 

Langmuir qm (mg g−1) 55.50 64.52 

k1(L mg−1) 0.0632 0.0044 

Freundlich kf(mg g−1(L mg−1)1/n) 19.43 18.88 

1/n 0.1361 0.1398 

 

The adsorption experimental and model adsorption isotherms for Co2+ were plotted in figure 

4.35. The model equations of Langmuir and Freundlich were plotted using non-linear 

regression using the solver tool in excel by the least square method. Langmuir isotherm showed 

the best fit for the experimental isotherm. The sums of difference of squares were 524.8 and 
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324.2 for Freundlich and Langmuir isotherms, respectively, which confirmed that the 

Langmuir isotherm was the best fit among the two isotherms. 

 

 

Figure 4.35. Experimental and model adsorption isotherms for Co2+ 

Figure 4.36 (a) and 4.36 (b) represent linear regression plots of Langmuir and Freundlich 

isotherms, respectively. The Langmuir isotherm had a higher correlation coefficient than the 

Freundlich isotherm in the linear plots.  

 

Figure 4.36. (a) Langmuir and (b) Freundlich isotherm linear plots for adsorption isotherms 

of Co2+ 
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Therefore, the Langmuir isotherm represented the adsorption isotherm for resins in Co2+. Table 

4.13 represented the parameters of model isotherms. A maximum Co2+ adsorption capacity of 

52.91 mg g−1 was obtained from the linear regression Langmuir model. 

Table 4.13. Calculated parameters from Co2+ adsorption isotherm models 

Model Parameter Nonlinear regression Linear regression  

Langmuir 

qm 55.56 52.91 

k1 0.0078 0.0139 

Freundlich 

kf 16.95 4.12 

1/n 0.1433 0.3659 

 

 

4.9 Ion-exchange experiments for resin in Ni2+ and Co2+ mixed simulated solution 

 Batch experiments were carried out in Ni2+ and Co2+ mixed solution to determine the effect of 

pH, time and liquid-solid ratio. The relative selectivity of Ni2+ with respect to Co2+ was reported 

and discussed in this section for the solution containing two metal ions and to determine the 

degree of selectivity. 

 

4.9.1 Effect of variation of pH 

Figures 4.37 (a) and 4.37 (b) show the adsorption capacity and metal ion removal percentages, 

respectively, for two adsorption cycles for resins in as received form at pH values 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

and 7. The adsorption capacity of Ni2+ was higher at all the considered pH values compared to 

Co2+. The first adsorption cycle showed higher adsorption capacity and metal ion removal 

percentages. The drastic reduction in Ni2+ adsorption capacity was due to improper 

regeneration conditions. The regeneration of resins was carried out by eluting the adsorbed 

metals with 1 M H2SO4 and rinsing with distilled water. This regeneration process could not 

return the resin to its original sodium form. Therefore, a rinse with 1 M NaOH was 

recommended, followed by another distilled water wash. However, in Co2+, only a slight drop 

in adsorption capacity was observed. The reduction in adsorption capacity and the resin mass 

loss in the regeneration process caused the reduction in metal ion removal percentages.       
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Figure 4.37 (a) adsorption capacity and (b)metal ion removal percentages for adsorption 

cycles with pH 

Figure 4.38 shows the variation of relative selectivity with pH for the two adsorption cycles. 

Cycle 1 showed higher relative selectivity for Ni2+ compared to cycle 2 for all pH values except 

pH 5. pH 6 showed the highest relative selectivity in both the cycles. Therefore, pH 6 was 

considered for experiments conducted to determine the effects of other parameters.  

Figure 4.38. Variation of relative selectivity for Ni2+ compared to Co2+    

4.9.2 Elution of metals  

The metal ions adsorbed by resins were eluted using 1 M H2SO4 for 2h. The concentration of 

eluted metal ion solution and the recovery percentages from adsorbed metal content were 

shown in Figure 4.39. The metal recovery percentages were above 65 % for all pH values 

considered. At pH 6, 68.7 % and 79.6 % of Ni2+ and Co2+ were recovered. It is expected that 

this recovery percentage could be enhanced by increasing the eluting acid volume and elution 

time. 
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 Figure 4.39. Variation of (a) eluted concentration (b) elution recovery efficiency for samples 

adsorbed at different pH values  

4.9.3 Adsorption kinetics 

Figure 4.40 (a) and 4.40 (b) show the variation of concentration and adsorption capacity of Ni2 

with time. The pH of Ni2+ and Co2+ mixed solution was adjusted to 6, as discussed previously. 

The equilibrium conditions were achieved within 1 h. 

Figure 4.40.  Variation of (a) metal concentration and (b) adsorption capacity of metals  with 

time 

Figures 4.41 and 4.42 show the plots for pseudo first order and pseudo second order kinetic 

models for Ni2+ and Co2+ mixed solution. The model equations 6 and 7 were used in plotting 

the data, and the kinetic parameters were tabulated in table 4.13. The pseudo second order 

kinetics showed a better correlation with the data points in both Ni2+ and Co2+ compared to 

pseudo first order kinetics. 
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         Figure 4.41. (a)Pseudo first order and (b) pseudo second order kinetic models for Ni2+   

 

.Figure 4.42. (a)Pseudo first order and (b) pseudo second order kinetic models for Co2+   

 

According to table 4.14, when considering better fitted pseudo second order kinetics, the 

second order rate constant and equilibrium adsorption capacity were higher in Ni2+. 

 

Table 4.14. Calculated parameters from adsorption kinetics models 

Metals Pseudo first order Pseudo second order 

K1( h-1) qe(mg g-1) R2 K2(g mg-1 h-1) qe(mg g-1) R2 

Ni2+ 0.397 2.74 0.5452 0.2497 43.67 0.9995 

Co2+ 0.2542 1.42 0.7714 -0.0051 4.77 0.9995 
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4.9.4 Effect of variation of Liquid-Solid ratio  

Figure 4.43 (a) and 4.43(b) show the removal percentage and adsorption capacity of Ni2+ and 

Co2+ in the mixed solution. The removal percentage of both metal ions was nearly 100 % for a 

liquid-solid ratio of 10 mL/g and then decreased gradually with the increase in liquid-solid 

ratio. The adsorption capacities reached a steady value when the liquid-solid ratio was 

increased. 

 

Figure 4.43 (a). Removal percentage and (b) adsorption capacity of Ni2+ and Co2+ in the 

mixed solution 

 

Figure 4.44 shows the variation of relative selectivity of Ni2+ with liquid-solid ratio. The 

highest liquid-solid ratio was obtained at 40 mL/g. 

 

 

Figure 4.44. Variation of relative selectivity for Ni2+ compared to Co2+ with liquid-solid ratio 

Therefore, higher metal removal was shown at lower liquid-solid ratios while the relative 

selectivity of Ni2+was enhanced at higher liquid-solid ratios. 
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4.10 Ion-exchange experiments for resin in Ni2+, Co2+, Mn2+ and  Li+ simulated mixed 

solution to determine the liquid-solid ratio. 

 

Batch experiments were conducted in Ni2+, Co2+, Mn2+ and  Li+  mixed solution to determine 

the effect of the liquid-solid ratio. The optimum pH values and temperatures determined in 

previous experiments were used. The relative selectivity of Ni2+ with respect to Co2+ was 

reported and discussed to determine the possibility of separating the two metal ions.  

 

Figure 4.45 (a) metal ion removal percentages and (b) adsorption capacity with solid-liquid 

ratio 

The adsorption capacities and removal percentages were similar in values with a slight decrease 

compared to the Ni2+ and Co2+ two-component system (section 4.9.4) indicating that the effect 

of Mn2+ and Li+ in the solution was very low. However, the maximum relative selectivity as 

shown in figure 4.46 at the liquid-solid ratio of 40 mL g-1 has decreased in the presence of  

Mn2+ and  Li+ in the system due to a certain amount of  Mn2+ and  Li+  ions getting exchanged, 

reducing the sites for Ni2+. 

 

                 Figure 4.46. Variation of relative selectivity for Ni2+ compared to Co2+    
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4.11 Determining the potential of reusing the resin in adsorption 

The potential of recyclability of resins in adsorption was investigated for the optimum 

conditions determined in previous experiments. Samples A and B were selected with initial 

liquid-solid ratios of 30 mL g-1 and 40 mL g-1. As shown in Table 4.15, the mass of resin used 

for cycles 2 and 3 decreased due to resin mass loss in the regeneration process. However, the 

same volume of simulated metal solution was added at all 3 cycles.  

Table 4.15. Resin masses used for adsorption cycles.  

 

Figures 4.47 and 4.48 show the adsorption capacity variation and removal % of Ni2+ and Co2+ 

in the 3 cycles of adsorption. The adsorption capacity of Ni2+ and Co2+ has an increasing trend 

when the number of adsorption cycles. In the regeneration process, the acid elution was 

followed by a base treatment step to convert the resins to sodium form eliminating the effect 

in the previous resin regeneration experiment. The higher adsorption capacity was due to more 

open exchange sites in the resin formed due to the damages caused to resin’s bead form when 

stirring in the initial cycles. However, the Ni2+ and Co2+ removal percentages showed 

decreasing trend due to the lower amount of resin regenerated with the increase in cycle 

number. But the removal percentage drop was controlled by the increase in adsorption capacity. 

 

Sample Simulated metal 

solution volume 

(mL) 

Resin mass 

cycle -1 (g) 

Resin mass 

cycle -2 (g) 

Resin mass 

cycle -3 (g) 

sample A 15 0.5 0.2043 0.155 

sample B 20 0.5 0.206 0.16 
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Figure 4.47. (a) adsorption capacity and (b) metal ion removal percentages for Ni2+ adsorption 

cycles for samples with different solid-liquid ratios 

Figure 4.48(a) adsorption capacity and (b) metal ion removal percentages for Co2+ adsorption 

cycles for samples with different solid-liquid ratios 

Figure 4.49 shows the relative selectivity of Ni2+ with respect to Co2+ in samples A and B 

mentioned above. The relative selectivity of sample A showed an increasing trend. The sample 

B showed the highest relative selectivity in cycle 2 as cycle 3 did not result in a higher 

adsorption capacity according to the trend, due to incomplete regeneration of the resin.  

 

Figure 4.49. Variation of relative selectivity for Ni2+ compared to Co2+ for samples with 

different solid-liquid ratios 
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4.12 Resin column breakthrough experiment 

Figure 4.50 shows the breakthrough curves for Ni2+ and Co2+ in the resin column when Ni2+, 

Co2+, Mn2+ and  Li+ mixed simulated solution was used. The curves were made by 4th order 

polynomial trendline to the data sets obtained by the experiment. The removal efficiencies of 

Ni2+ and Co2+ were over 99 % until 6o min of flow time. The relatively shallow breakthrough 

curve of Ni2+ indicated the slower adsorption kinetics of the Ni2+ in the column. 

 

 

Figure 4.50. Resin breakthrough curve for mixed simulated solution of Ni2+, Co2+, Mn2+ and 

Li+  

The breakthrough time was considered as the time at which C/Co reached 0.05 (Marzbali & 

Esmaieli, 2017). Hence, the breakthrough time was 78 min and 70 min for Ni2+ and Co2+, 

respectively. The time for bed saturation by Ni2+ and Co2+ were 180 min and 150 min, 

respectively. 

According to table 4.16, the bed length was used mostly by Co2+. Therefore, overall bed length 

usage will be decided on the Co2+ breakthrough curve, which is 3.02 cm (Appendix 7). 

Table 4.16. Summary of calculated bed lengths for breakthrough curves. 

Parameter Ni2+ breakthrough curve Co2+ breakthrough curve 

Fraction of unused bed 0.4843 0.3963 

Length of unused bed 2.42 cm 1.98 cm 

Length of used bed 2.58 cm 3.02 cm 
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4.13 Characterization of regenerated resins  

The regenerated resins were characterized using N2 sorption and ATR-IR to compare with as 

received resins.   

Figure 4.51 shows the nitrogen adsorption (filled marker) and desorption isotherms (non-filled 

marker) for resin in as received form and regenerated sample. The curves were IUPAC type II 

isotherms, where it formed a monolayer and then changed into a multi-layer.  

Figure 4.51. Nitrogen sorption isotherms for resins as received and regenerated resins 

The BET surface area of regenerated resin was very close to the as-received form, as shown in 

Table 4.17. However, there was a decrease in total pore volume in regenerated resins due to 

the presence of adsorbed metals in small quantities and due to the deformation of the beads.  

 

Table 4.17. Comparison of calculated properties from BET curve equation for regenerated 

resins 

Adsorbent BET surface 

area (m2/g) 

Total pore 

volume (cm3/g) 

at 0.94 P/Po 

Monolayer 

pore volume 

(Vm) 

(cm3(STP)/g) 

Correlation 

coefficient  

Amberlite IRC 748 

(as received) 

29 0.064 7 0.9977 

Amberlite IRC748 

(regenerated after 3 

cycles) 

30 0.045 7 1.0000 
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  Figure 4.52 shows the ATR-IR spectra for as received resin and regenerated resin to analyze 

the effect of regeneration on resin functionality. According to the spectra, the intensities of 

regenerated resin have reduced compared to the as received resin, indicating a loss of functional 

groups after 3 cycles of adsorption. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      

                              Figure 4.52. ATR-IR spectra for as received and regenerated resins 

 

4.14 Batch adsorption experiments for MOF-808 in single metal solutions. 

Batch experiments were conducted in Ni2+ and Co2+ single metal solutions to determine the 

effect of pH and liquid-solid ratio. The relative selectivity between two metal ions were not 

discussed in this section because the metal ions were tested in single-component systems. 
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4.14.1 Effect of variation of pH 

Figures 4.53 (a) and 4.53 (b) show the adsorption capacity of Ni2+ and Co2+ at pH values 2, 4 

and 6 for MOF-808-acetate and its modified MOFs. MOF-808-EDTA showed a significantly 

higher adsorption capacity than the other MOFs for Ni2+ and Co2+. The EDTA group in MOF-

808-EDTA provides more active sites where the metal ions can bind efficiently. All the other 

MOFs showed adsorption capacities less than 10 mg g-1. There were no specific active 

functional groups in these MOFs to provide active sites for the metal ions. However, modifying 

the MOF with benzoate and dihydroxybenzoate was expected to enhance the adsorption 

capacity by changing the pore sizes. But the adsorption capacity decreased to a negligible value 

to the bulky phenyl groups. At pH 6 the MOFs except MOF-808-EDTA showed nearly zero 

adsorption capacity for Co2+. In addition, MOF-808-benzoate and MOF-808-DHBA showed 

nearly zero adsorption capacity for Ni2+ (Appendix 8).       

 

Figure 4.53. Variation of adsorption capacity with pH for (a) Nickel and (b) cobalt ions with 

MOF-808-types  

Figures 4.54 (a) and 4.54 (b) show the metal removal percentages of Ni2+ and Co2+ respectively 

at pH values 2, 4 and 6 for MOF-808 analogues. Due to the lower adsorption capacities, the 

MOFs except MOF-808-EDTA showed metal ion removal percentages less than 10 %. 
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Figure 4.54.Variation of removal percentages with pH for (a) Nickel and (b) cobalt ions with 

MOF-808-types  

 

Therefore, MOF-808-EDTA was selected for the next experiments at pH 6. However, a 

significant adsorption capacity and removal percentage was observed for MOF-808-acetate for 

Ni2+ compared to Co2+ at pH 6. Hence, MOF-808-acetate was also considered in the next steps 

with the expectation of selectively adsorbing Ni2+ compared to Co2+.   

 

4.15 Batch adsorption experiments for MOF-808 in Ni2+ and Co2+ mixed simulated 

solution 

 Batch experiments were carried out in Ni2+ and Co2+ mixed solution to determine the effect 

liquid-solid ratio. The relative selectivity of Ni2+ with respect to Co2+ was reported and 

discussed here to determine the degree of selectivity. 

 

4.15.1 Liquid-Solid ratio variation for MOF-808-acetate  

Figure 4.55 (a) and 4.55 (b) show removal percentage and adsorption capacity of Ni2+ and Co2+ 

in mixed solution at pH 6. The removal percentage of both metal ions were less than 5 %, and 

adsorption capacities were less than 10 mg g-1 for the considered liquid-solid ratios. The 

significantly higher adsorption capacities for Ni2+ over Co2+ observed in single metal systems 

were not observed in Ni2+ and Co2+ mixed solution. The metal removal percentages did not 

show an increasing trend, and the adsorption capacities decreased when the liquid-solid ratio 

was lowered. These observations conclude that the low adsorption capacity shown by MOF-

808-acetate is possibly due to the defects in the MOF, which provides random sites where the 

metal ions can get adsorbed.  
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Figure 4.55. Variation of metal removal percentage and (b) adsorption capacity with solid-

liquid ration for MOF-808-acetate 

Figure 4.56 shows the variation of relative selectivity of Ni2+ with liquid-solid ratio. The 

relative selectivities showed values around 2.5 for the considered liquid-solid ratios. 

 

Figure 4.56. Variation of relative selectivity for Ni2+ compared to Co2+ with solid-liquid ratio 

for MOF-808-acetate 

 

4.16 Batch adsorption experiments for MOF-808-EDTA in Ni2+,Co2+, Mn2+ and  Li+ 

mixed simulated solution to determine liquid-solid ratio 

Figure 4.57 (a) and 4.57 (b) show removal % and adsorption capacity of Ni2+ and Co2+ in mixed 

simulated solution at pH 6. The removal percentage of Co2+ was less than 5 %, while Ni2+ 

showed significantly higher values at lower liquid-solid ratios. The adsorption capacities 

showed stable values around 45 mg g-1 for Ni2+ and 0.5-1.3 mg g-1 Co2+ in the considered liquid-

solid ratios. 
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Figure 4.57.Variation of metal removal percentage and (b) adsorption capacity with solid-

liquid ration for MOF-808-EDTA 

 

Figure 4.58 shows the variation of relative selectivity of Ni2+ with liquid-solid ratio. The 

highest liquid-solid ratio of 116.4 mg g-1 was obtained at 100 mL g-1. According to the relative 

selectivity curve, MOF-808-EDTA showed a higher affinity for Ni2+ over Co2+. Hence, MOF-

808-EDTA is a potential adsorbent in selectively adsorbing Ni2+ from Co2+ in the simulated 

solution. 

 

Figure 4.58. Variation of relative selectivity for Ni2+ compared to Co2+ with solid-liquid ratio 

for MOF-808-EDTA 
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removal percentage. As shown in Table 4.18, the mass of resin used for the second adsorption 

cycle decreased due to resin mass loss in the regeneration process. However, the same volume 

of simulated metal solution was added for the second adsorption cycle.  

Table 4.18. Mass of MOF-808-EDTA used for adsorption cycles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 4.59 and 4.60 shows the variation of adsorption capacity and removal % of Ni2+ and 

Co2+ in the 2 cycles of adsorption. The adsorption capacity of Ni2+ and Co2+ has an increasing 

trend in the second adsorption cycle. The higher adsorption capacity was due to more open 

exchange sites in the MOF-808-EDTA formed due to the stirring in the initial cycles and 

regeneration using 2Na-EDTA. Also, the Ni2+ and Co2+ removal percentages showed an 

increasing trend due to the less mass loss in MOF-808-EDTA regeneration and increase in 

adsorption capacity. 

 Figure 4.59.   (a) adsorption capacity and (b) metal ion removal percentages for Ni2+ 

adsorption cycles for samples with different solid-liquid ratios for MOF-808-EDTA 

Sample Simulated metal 

solution volume 

(mL) 

MOF mass  

cycle -1 (g) 

MOF mass 

cycle -2 (g) 

sample A 10 0.1 0.0958 

sample B 15 0.1 0.0964 
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Figure 4.60 (a) adsorption capacity and (b) metal ion removal percentages for Co2+ 

adsorption cycles for samples with different solid-liquid ratios for MOF-808-EDTA 

 Figure 4.61 shows the relative selectivity of Ni2+ with respect to Co2+ in samples A and B 

mentioned above. The relative selectivity of both samples decreased drastically in the second 

adsorption cycle due to the significant increase in the adsorption capacity of Co2+ in the second 

cycle. 

Figure 4.61. Variation of relative selectivity for Ni2+ compared to Co2+ for samples with 

different solid-liquid ratios for MOF-808-EDTA 

Therefore, MOF-808-EDTA regeneration need to be optimized to maintain the higher 

selectivity for Ni2+ with respect to Co2+. 
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4.18 Batch adsorption experiments for MOF-808-EDTA in Ni2+, Co2+, Mn2+ and  Li+ 

mixed simulated solution to enhance removal % by varying the liquid-solid ratio 

Figure 4.62 (a) and 4.62 (b) show ICP-OES determined removal % and adsorption capacity of 

Ni2+, Co2+, Mn2+ and Li+   in mixed simulated solution at pH 6. The adsorption properties of 

Mn2+ and Li+ could also be determined due to ICP-OES analysis. The removal percentage of 

Co2+, Mn2+ and Li+   was less than 5 %, while Ni2+ showed relatively higher values at both the 

liquid-solid ratios. The adsorption capacities showed a slightly higher value for Ni2+ at the 

higher liquid-solid ratio, while all other metals showed nearly zero adsorption capacities. The 

negative values shown by Mn2+ and Li+ were due to the slight concentration changes in sample 

dilutions for ICP-OES (Appendix 9). 

Figure 4.62. (a) Metal ion removal percentages and (b) adsorption capacity with further 

optimized solid-liquid ratios 

According to the relative selectivity shown in Figure 4.63, MOF-808-EDTA has a higher 

affinity for Ni2+ over Co2+ at the lower liquid-solid ratio. Hence, MOF-808-EDTA is a potential 

adsorbent to selectively adsorb Ni2+ from Co2+ even at lower liquid-solid ratios in the simulated 

solution, enhancing the Ni2+ removal percentage selectively. 

 

Figure 4.63. Variation of relative selectivity for Ni2+ compared to Co2+ with further 

optimized solid-liquid ratios 
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4.19 Characterization of regenerated MOF-808-EDTA 

The regenerated MOF-808-EDTA was characterized using XRD, TGA, BET, EDS, and ATR-

IR to compare with as-synthesized MOF-808-EDTA.   

Figure 4.64 shows the normalized XRD patterns of as synthesized and regenerated MOF-808-

EDTA. When comparing the two spectra, it can be concluded based on observations of related 

peaks that the regenerated form has peaks at nearly the same 2θ angles confirming the 

crystallinity remains the same after the regeneration processes.   

Figure 4.64.  X-ray diffraction patterns for as synthesized and regenerated MOF-808-EDTA. 

Figure 4.65 displays the TGA curves for the MOF-808-EDTA and its regenerated form. The 

two curves were almost overlapping except for the slight temperature lag of regenerated MOF-

808-EDTA in the upper (region 1) and lower regions (region 4) of the curve. Both the forms 

maintained thermal stability up to 230 °C, indicating the formation of a regenerated form of 

similar thermal property. 

                   Figure 4.65. TGA for as synthesized and regenerated MOF-808-EDTA 
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Figure 4.66 shows the ATR-IR spectra of MOF-808-EDTA and when it was regenerated after 

one cycle of adsorption using 2 Na-EDTA. The MOD-808-EDTA regenerated IR spectra 

clearly showed intensified peaks with low reflectance % at 1600 cm-1  and 1400 cm-1, which 

corresponds to vibrations due to C=O bonds and wavenumber 1580 cm -1  corresponding to      

C-N bond vibrations. The concentration of 2Na-EDTA used for the regeneration was twice the 

concentration used for ligand exchange to form MOF-808-EDTA initially. The higher 

concentration led to the exchange of more EDTA groups with the MOF-808 cluster, showing 

intensified peaks for the characteristic bond vibrations due to the presence of EDTA. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.66. ATR-IR spectra for as synthesized (red) and regenerated MOF-808-EDTA(blue) 

The intensed peaks confirm the hypothesis of having more EDTA groups in the MOF-808 

cluster which enhanced the adsorption capacity in the second cycle, as discussed in the MOF-

808-EDTA regeneration experiment. 

Figure 4.67 shows the nitrogen adsorption (filled marker) and desorption isotherms (non filled 

marker) for MOF-808-EDTA in as synthesized, with metals adsorbed and regenerated forms. 

The curves followed IUPAC type I isotherm. 
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Figure 4.67. Nitrogen sorption isotherms for as synthesized, metal adsorbed and regenerated 

MOF-808-EDTA  

The BET surface area of MOF-808-EDTA with metals has decreased with respect to the as 

synthesized form, but with the regeneration, the BET surface area increased, as shown in Table 

4.19. However, there was a decrease in BET surface area and total pore volume in regenerated 

MOF-808-EDTA. The difference of 200 m2 g-1 of BET surface area can be partially affected 

by the lower regenerated sample mass used for BET analysis which was approximately half of 

the recommended sample weight for TriStar II Plus instrument. 

 

Table 4.19.  Comparison of calculated properties from BET curve equation for regenerated 

MOF-808-EDTA 

 

 

Adsorbent Sample 

mass 

used 

(g) 

BET 

surface 

area 

(m2g-1) 

Total pore 

volume 

(cm3 g-1) at 

0.94 P/Po 

Monolayer pore 

volume (Vm) 

(cm3(STP) g-1) 

Correlation 

coefficient  

MOF-808-EDTA 0.125 1101 0.459 253 0.9995 

MOF-808-EDTA with 

metals 

0.069 825 0.363 189 0.9998 

MOF-808-EDTA 

regenerated 

0.067 893 0.396 205 1.0000 
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Figure 4.68 shows the EDS of MOF-808-EDTA with metals adsorbed and in regenerated form. 

MOF-808-EDTA was kept stirring with Ni2+, Co2+, Mn2+, and  Li+ mixed simulated solution 

for 24 h to adsorb the metals. According to the elemental analysis, only nickel was detected, 

matching the adsorption results obtained because Ni2+ ions were selectively adsorbed over Co2+ 

ions. The EDS elemental analysis for the regenerated sample indicated the presence of trace 

amounts of nickel. The decrease in the spectral peaks for nickel to very low levels and the 

decrease in the elemental composition of nickel from 8.48 % to 0.87 % proves the efficacy of 

the regeneration process. 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Figure 4.68. EDS analysis for (a) metal adsorbed and(b) regenerated MOF-808-EDTA 

 

4.20 Adsorption experiments in citric acid leachate under optimum conditions 

The optimum conditions resulted from experiments conducted in simulated solutions were 

applied in this experiment with citric acid black mass leachate. The experiment was conducted 

at a temperature of 20 °C and a solution initial pH of 6. However, the citric acid leachate pH 

adjustment was critical because 40 mL of citric acid leachate consumed 200 mL of 1 M NaOH, 

diluting the solution in a 1:6 ratio. Due to the diluted metal ion concentrations, the liquid-solid 

ratio was maintained at 40 mL g-1 and 200 mL g-1 for resins and MOF-808 types, respectively. 

All the samples were analyzed in duplicates, and the mean values were recorded in table 4.20 

for metal removal percentage and adsorption capacity. 

According to the results obtained with resins, all the metal ions except Ni2+ and Co2+showed 

nearly zero adsorption. The relative selectivity of Ni2+ with respect to Co2+ was 3.6. However, 

the metal removal percentages and adsorption capacities with Ni2+ and Co2+are nearly zero for 

all the MOF-808 types used. 

Element Weight 

% 

Atomic 

% 
C K 24.66 46.11 

O K 28.46 39.94 

ZrL 35.18 8.66 

ClK 3.22 2.04 

NiK 8.48 3.25 

Element Weight 

% 

Atomic 

% 
C K 31.56 51.86 

O K 32.04 39.53 

NiL 0.87 0.29 

SiK 1.31 0.92 

ZrL 34.21 7.40 

(a) (b) 
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Table 4.20. Summary of adsorption experiments with citric acid black mass leachate 

 

As shown in Table 4.21, the high quantity of NaOH addition can cause interference in 

adsorbing the leachate metal ions due to very high sodium ion concentration relative to other 

metal ions.  

Table 4.21. Metal composition in pH 6 adjusted citric acid black mass leachate 

Metal ion Concentration in pH 6 

adjusted citric acid leachate 

(mg L-1) 

Sodium 19166 

Aluminium 234.5 

Cobalt 231.5 

Iron 40.95 

Lithium 201.5 

Manganese 307.5 

Nickel 574 

 

Figure 4.69 shows the normalized XRD spectra to determine the chemical stability of MOF-

808 analogues in citric acid at pH 6. According to the spectra, MOF-808-EDTA was chemically 

unstable when compared with as synthesized MOF-808-acetate becoming another reason for 

the negligible metal uptake in the citric acid black mass leachate. 

Sample  Removal (%) Adsorption capacity (mg/g) 

Al Co Cu Fe Li Mn Ni Al Co Cu Fe Li Mn Ni 

Resin in citric acid 
leachate 

-4.8 25.5  - -3.8 -2.1 2.7 37.5 -0.5 2.4 - -0.1 -0.2 0.3 8.6 

MOF-808-EDTA in 

citric acid leachate 

-1.1 -1.1  - 0.4 -1.2 2.8 -1.3 -0.5 -0.5 - 0 -0.5 1.7 -1.5 

MOF-808-acetate in 

citric acid leachate 

-0.2 -0.2  - 0.9 0.5 1.8 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 - 0.1 0.2 1.1 0.2 

MOF-808-benzoate 

in citric acid 

leachate 

-1.7 -0.9  - 0.6 -1 1.5 -0.1 -0.8 -0.4 - 0 -0.4 0.9 -0.1 
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Figure 4.69. X-ray diffraction patterns for MOF-808 types in citric acid black mass leachate 

adjusted at pH 6  

According to figure 4.70, the citric acid leachate adsorbed MOF-808 types showed a similar 

trend with the temperature variation. Compared to the synthesized MOF-808-acetate, the metal 

adsorbed MOF-808 samples showed a high percentage of solvent or moisture. The higher 

temperature region showed two stages of percentage weight reduction which might be due to 

metals and need to be compared with XRD spectra of MOF-808 after adsorption in simulated 

aqueous metal solution. The difference in shapes of TGA curves compared to as synthesized 

MOF-808-acetate sample indicated the occurrence of structural changes in adsorbed MOF-808, 

leading to instability of the MOFs.   
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Figure 4.70. TGA for MOF-808 types in citric acid black mass leachate adjusted at pH 6  

Therefore, with citric acid leachate, it is recommended to conduct the adsorption experiments 

without pH adjustment or with pH 2 adjustment as the next step in this study. However, with 

the time limitation and limited availability of ICP-OES for the analysis, it will be suggested for 

future works related to this study. 
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5. ERROR ANALYSIS 

This section analyzes the uncertainties and errors with experimental procedures, instruments, 

and results. In the calculations for percentage error, three sigma (3σ) value with a confidence 

level of 99.7 % was considered.  

5.1 Preparation of UV-visible spectrophotometer calibration curves 

The samples were prepared in duplicates for both Ni2+ and Co2+ for each concentration used 

in the calibration curve. Most of the metal uptake experiment calculations were based on the 

calibration curves prepared here. Thus it is important to maintain a higher accuracy of the 

data. According to the tables 5.1 and 5.2, the percentage error values were less than 3 % 

which is an acceptable value for the analysis.  

Table 0.1 Error analysis for Ni2+ calibration standard absorbance values 

Concentration (mg L-1) Mean Absorbance  Standard deviation 

of absorbance 

Percentage error (%) 

500 0.0475 0.0001 0.6 

1000 0.0952 0.0001 0.3 

2000 0.1879 0.001 1.6 

3000 0.2823 0.0006 0.6 

4000 0.3799 0.0012 0.9 

5000 0.4731 0.0016 1 

6000 0.5664 0.0037 2 

 

Table 0.2. Error analysis for Co2+ calibration standard absorbance values 

Concentration(mg L-1) Mean absorbance Standard deviation 

of absorbance 

Percentage error (%) 

250 0.0207 0.0001 1.4 

500 0.0408 0 0 

1,000 0.082 0.0006 2.2 

1,500 0.123 0.0011 2.7 

2,000 0.1633 0 0 

2,500 0.2047 0.0008 1.2 

5.2 Batch adsorption experiments  

Resin batch adsorption experiment to determine the effect of liquid-solid(L-S) variation in 

simulated mixed solution of Ni2+, Co2+, Mn2+ and  Li+ was duplicated. The results obtained 

were analyzed as shown in Table 5.3. According to the error analysis, the percentage error was 

less than 5 % for all the samples except the L-S ratio 10 sample. The high percentage error in 
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the L-S ratio 10 sample is due to the low metal concentrations resulting low absorbance values 

from the UV-visible spectrophotometer below the calibrated range. Therefore, it is required to 

have a calibration curve in the lower range to obtain accurate results for the L-S ratio 10 sample. 

However, the other results were acceptable according to the error analysis.   

Table 0.3. Error analysis for resin batch adsorption experiment to determine the effect of 

liquid-solid (L-S) variation in simulated solution of Ni2+, Co2+, Mn2+ and Li+ 

Sample/ L-S 
ratio  
(mL g-1) 

Ni2+ Co2+ 

Mean 
concentration 
(mg L-1) 

Standard 

deviation 

Percentage 

error (%) 

Mean 
concentration  
(mg L-1) 

Standard 

deviation 

Percentage 

error (%) 

Initial metal 
solution 

2060.69 1.49 0.22 633.66 7.79 3.69 

10  52.51 1.49 8.51 20.28 1.73 25.59 

20  355.11 4.49 3.79 274.07 4.33 4.74 

30 
  

764.05 11.22 4.41 442.24 1.73 1.17 

40 
  

1087.81 15.71 4.33 501.56 6.05 3.62 

50 
  

1238.06 3.74 0.91 530.3 5.19 2.94 

 

5.3 Comparison of ICP-OES and UV-visible spectroscopy determined adsorption 

results. 

The metal removal percentage and adsorption capacity for Ni2+ and  Co2+ adsorption with 

MOF-808-EDTA at liquid-solid ratios of 20 mL g-1 and 40 mL g-1 were compared using ICP-

OES and UV-visible spectroscopy as shown in Table 5.4. The percentage difference values of 

the results obtained by the two instruments showed considerable differences due to human and 

instrumental errors the two techniques were performed. However, both the techniques resulted 

in similar trends and Ni2+ showed lower deviations with the two techniques compared to Co2+.   
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Table 0.4. Comparison of ICP-OES and UV-visible spectroscopy results for Ni2+and Co2+ 

batch adsorption with MOF-808-EDTA at different liquid-solid ratios  

Sample  Removal % Adsorption capacity (mg g-1) 

ICP-OES UV-visible Percentage difference ICP-OES UV-visible  Percentage difference 

Co Ni Co Ni Co Ni Co Ni Co Ni Co Ni 

MOF-808-EDTA  

in synthetic solution 

 -20 mL g-1 

2.8 66.5 3.2 61.9 14.3 6.9 0.3 27.4 0.4 24.81 33.3 9.5 

MOF-808-EDTA 

 in synthetic solution  

-40 mL g-1 

4.4 41.8 4.85 38.46 10.2 8.0 1 34.5 1.22 30.83 22 10.6 

 

5.4 Characterization of black mass and adsorbents  

Sample preparation is an important aspect of characterization techniques. Deviation of results 

were caused due to errors by the analyzer and the instrument.  

When preparing the XRD samples, the powdered samples should be levelled using a glass 

plate, forming a smooth upper layer and a finely distributed solid layer in the case of slurry 

samples.  

It is important to check a blank sample before each measurement when using ATR-IR because 

slight contamination can result in highly deviated reflectance percentage. Nitrogen sorption 

(BET) results have a high chance of deviation when lower amounts of adsorbents were 

measured. Also, it was important to transfer the samples to the bulb area of the sample tube 

without getting samples stuck in the tube neck region.  
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6. CONCLUSION 

The metal recovery process consists of spent battery waste pretreatment, metal extraction, and 

metal separation. The black mass obtained for this study was crushed and thermally treated 

electrode material with a cathode configuration mixture of mainly NMC 622 and NMC 811.  

The metal extraction was conducted by hydrometallurgy process with citric acid which is an 

organic acid with less environmental impact and high literature reported leaching efficiency.   

The metal separation, which is the main focus area of this study, was experimented with MOF-

808 types and resin, Amberlite IRC-748. Amberlite IRC-748 in as received (sodium) form 

showed 3 and 2 times higher adsorption capacities for Ni2+ and Co2+ respectively when 

compared to the treated (hydrogen) form for adsorption at pH 6 due to removal of functional 

groups in acid treatment. The resin was 3.5 times more selective towards Ni2+ over Co2+ in the 

citric acid black mass leachate at pH 6 where the highest selectivity for Ni2+ was resulted. Over 

99 % metal removal percentage was observed at 10 mL g-1 liquid to solid ratio. However, 

higher selectivity for Ni2+ was observed at the higher liquid to solid ratios. Therefore, selecting 

the optimum liquid-solid ratio is highly dependent on the application.  The resin adsorption 

kinetics followed pseudo-second order with a lower sorption rate for Ni2+ compared to 

Co2+.Hence adsorption time was not a useful parameter in enhancing the Ni2+ selectivity of 

resins. Langmuir model fitted the adsorption isotherm data with a higher correlation coefficient 

compared to Freundlich isotherm. The resin recyclability in metal uptake was consistent over 

the three sorption cycles tested.  

Zr-MOF-808 and its modified groups such as MOF-808-benzoate, MOF-808-DHBA, and 

MOF-808-EDTA were successfully synthesized and grafted according to the characterization 

results. In single metal simulated solutions, MOF-808-EDTA showed better metal uptake with 

adsorption capacities above 40 mg g-1 and 25 mg g-1 for Ni2+ and Co2+ respectively, while the 

other MOF-808 analogues showed adsorption capacities less than 10 mg g-1 due to the lack of 

active functional sites for adsorption. However, higher adsorption capacities and removal 

percentages were observed for MOF-808-acetate for Ni2+ compared to Co2+ at pH 6. But with 

the Ni2+ and Co2+ mixed simulated solution, MOF-808-acetate showed a lower relative 

selectivity of Ni2+ with respect to Co2+, which was around 3 times. In contrast, Ni2+ and Co2+ 

mixed simulated solution with MOF-808-EDTA showed a higher relative selectivity of Ni2+ 

with respect to Co2+ in the range of 40-120 times with the variation of liquid-solid ratio with 

negligible uptake of Mn2+ and Li+. MOF-808-EDTA was regenerated using 2Na-EDTA, and 

the characterization results confirmed the successful regeneration of the original form of the 
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MOF-808-EDTA. However, there was a reduction in relative selectivity of Ni2+ with respect 

to Co2+ in the recycling stages.  

The citric acid black mass leachate adsorption experiments showed a metal uptake only for the 

resins with negligible uptakes for MOF-808 when the adsorption conditions from the mixed 

simulated solutions were used. This is possibly due to the unfavorable conditions affecting 

adsorption which will be discussed with the possible modifications and suggestions for future 

experiments under the recommendations.  

The process shown in the flow diagram below can be suggested from experiments performed 

to recover Ni2+ and Co2+. A breakthrough column experiment was conducted as an initiative, 

which resulted in a complete Ni2+, and Co2+ removal from the simulated solution in the initial 

50 min with a break-through time of 70 min. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1. Suggested process flow diagram for recovery of Ni2+ and Co2. 

Overall, the experimental methods were able to address the thesis objectives satisfactorily, 

confirming the potential of as received Amberlite IRC 748 in uptaking Ni2+ and Co2+ and MOF-

808-EDTA in selectivity uptaking Ni2+ with respect to Co2+.      

 

 

 

 

Ion exchange by resins 

pH-2-6, T-293 K,  S/L – 10 mL/g 

Ni2+, Co2+, Mn2+ and Li+ 

simulated metal solution 

 

Elute with Ni2+, Co2+ 

 Adsorption by MOF-808-EDTA 

pH-2 T-293 K  S/L < 20 mL/g 

Unadsorbed Mn2+ and Li+ 

Elute with Ni2+ 

 

Unadsorbed Co2+  
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study was conducted as a preliminary step in the metal recovery process from spent battery 

waste by determining the black mass leachate metal uptakes from Amberlite IRC-748 and Zr-

MOF-808. The suggestions and improvements for the methodologies used in this study are as 

follows for the reference of future actions on it. 

The leaching conditions used for the leaching experiments were taken from the previous 

studies. However, the conditions used did not leach out the metals as expected and recorded in 

the literature. Therefore, optimizing the leaching process with the selected citric acid is 

necessary by varying the conditions such as acid concentration, reaction temperature, time, 

reducing conditions and liquid-solid ratio.   

 The aqua regia digestion did not successfully extract the total amount of metals to the 

solution phase. Hence the digestion conditions need to be optimized or multiple 

digestions until the digested black mass residue does not indicate any metals.  

 Black mass composition varies to a great extent due to the heterogeneity in the 

powdered mixture. Therefore, when conducting leaching experiments, using the same 

sample to analyze a structural or a composition change is recommended for the black 

mass characterization techniques. 

 The Ni2+ and Co2+calibration curves for the UV-visible spectroscopy need to be 

extended for lower concentrations because the metal adsorbed solutions resulted in 

very low absorbance values.   

 The adsorption studies conducted with MOF-808 for pH 6 adjusted black mass 

leachate did not result in any leachate metal uptakes as expected, possibly due to the 

effect of high pH on the chemical stability of the MOF-808 or interference due to the 

high concentration of Na+ from NaOH addition for pH adjustment. Therefore, 

conducting the same experiment at pH 2 or without any pH adjustment is 

recommended. 

The following future works are recommended as a follow up for this study.  

 Optimize acid elution recovery of resin adsorbed metals by changing the acid 

concentration, elution time and temperature. 

 Determine MOF-808 adsorption kinetics and isotherms. The adsorption kinetics are 

critical because over-contacting the MOF-808 with black mass leachates possibly 

affect the MOFs' chemical stability. 
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 Analyze Ni2+ and Co2+.adsorption selectivity using MOF-808 analogues by varying 

pore sizes and active functional groups. 

 Conduct MOF-808-EDTA column adsorption experiments.  
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APPENDIX 

Appendix 1-XRF analyzed aqua regia digestion 

 

 

 

Appendix 2-Comparison of leaching results of ICP-OES and XRF 

Leaching 

system 

Leachate metal  %(w/w)-ICP-OES Leachate metal  %(w/w)-XRF 

Co Mn Ni Co Mn Ni 

Aqua regia 

leached P414 A 

6.05 5.22 20.8 1.86 4.99 30.02 

Aqua regia 

leached P414 B 

5.83 5.09 20.62 2.01 4.58 37.9 

Aqua regia 

leached P414 C 

5.85 5.07 21.06 1.64 4.7 27.3 

Aqua regia 

+H2O2 leached 

P414A 

5.8 5.18 20.28 2.06 5.12 31.12 

Aqua regia 

+H2O2 leached 

P414B 

5.35 4.72 18.69 2.06 4.61 39.6 

Aqua regia 

+H2O2 leached 

P414C 

5.98 5.4 20.93 1.72 4.71 29.3 

 

 

Description MgO Al2O3 SiO2 P S Ca Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Zr Mo 

black mass 0.89 3.6 1.91 0.1 0.35 0.38 0.16 3.36 0.41 1.75 48.57 3.83 0.28 0.11 0.02 

Aqua regia 

leached-  

black mass 
residue 

0.82 4.9 9.54 0.14 0 0.14 0.64 1.34 0.27 1.41 9.82 1.7 0.21 0.66 0 

Aqua regia 

+H2O2 

leached-  

black mass 

residue 

0.79 5.23 10.75 0.14 0 0.12 0.71 1.28 0.24 1.32 8.22 1.6 0.25 0.74 0 

Removal 

percentage 

Aqua regia 

leaching 

7.87 -

36.11 

-

399.48 

-40 100 63.16 -300 60.12 34.15 19.43 79.78 55.61 25 -500 100 

Removal 

percentage 

Aqua regia 

+H2O2 

leaching 

11.24 -

45.28 

-

462.83 

-40 100 68.42 -

343.75 

61.9 41.46 24.57 83.08 58.22 10.71 -

572.73 

100 
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Appendix 3-Determination of spent battery cathode configuration 

Metal Weight 

percentage 

Moles in 100 g Simplest mole 

ratio 

mole ratio 

Nickel 20.3 0.346 3.6 7 

Manganese 5.3 0.096 1 2 

Cobalt 6.25 0.106 1.1 2 

 

Appendix 4-Calculation of Theoretical yield of MOF-808-acetate  

 

6 ZrOCl2.8H2O + 6 CH3COOH + 2 H3BTC   [Zr6O4(OH)4](BTC)2(CH3COO)6]Clx 

6 mol of ZrOCl2.8H2O                        1 mol [Zr6O4(OH)4](BTC)2(CH3COO)6]Clx 

ZrOCl2.8H2O mass used = 1.815 g 

Theoretical yield = 
1.815× 98% g ZrOCl2.8H2O 

322.252 g 
ZrOCl2.8H2O

mol ZrOCl2.8H2O

 ×
1 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 

6 𝑚𝑜𝑙 ZrOCl2.8H2O
 × 1447.759

𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡

𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡
  

                             = 1.33 g 

 

Appendix 5-Calculations from BET curve for MOF-808-acetate 

 

C = 1 +
𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡
= 1 +

2791.80

20.87
  = 134.76  

y = 2791.8x + 20.872
R² = 0.9977
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𝑉𝑚 =  
1

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡+𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 
=  

1

2791.80+20.87 
= 0.000356 m3 (STP) g-1 = 356 cm3 (STP) g-1 

 

BET surface area = 
𝑁𝑎𝑃 𝑉𝑚

𝑅𝑇
𝜎0 = 

6.022×1023 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1×101325 𝑃𝑎 × 0.000356 m3 (STP) g−1 

8.31451
J

mol K
×273.15 K

×1.62 ×10-19 m2 

   = 1548 m2 g-1 

 

 

 

Appendix 6-Calculation of molar ratios of molecular species in MOF-808 from NMR 

spectra 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NMR spectra for (a) MOF-808-EDTA   (b) MOF-808-benzoate (c) MOF-808-acetate 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Calculation of molar ratios of molecular species in MOF-808-acetate 

 

Acetic acid at 

1.84ppm and 

Trimesic acid at 

8.33ppm 

Acetic acid

Trimesic acid
mR = (

Acetic acid. 1H Int.

NHAcetic acid.
) ∗ (

NHTrimesic acid

Trimesic acid. 1H Int.
) 

 

Acetic acid

Trimesic acid
mR = (

6.85

3.0
) ∗ (

3.0

3.0
) = 2.28 

 

Calculation of molar ratios of molecular species in MOF-808-benzoate 

 

Benzoic acid at 7.4, 7.5 

and 7.8ppm. Acetic 

acid at 1.84ppm and 

Trimesic acid at 

8.33ppm 

 

 

 

 

Acetic acid

Trimesic acid
mR = (

Acetic acid. 1H Int.

NHAcetic acid.
) ∗ (

NHTrimesic acid

Trimesic acid. 1H Int.
) 
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Actic acid

Trimesic acid
mR = (

0.43

3.0
) ∗ (

3.0

3.0
) = 0.143 

 

Benzoic acid

Trimesic acid
mR = (

Benzoic acid. 1H Int.

NHBenzoic acid.
) ∗ (

NHTrimesic acid

Trimesic acid. 1H Int.
) 

Benzoic acid

Trimesic acid
mR = (

4.9764 + 2.6502 + 5.1467

5.0
) ∗ (

3.0

3.0
) = 2.55 

 

Calculation of molar ratios of molecular species in MOF-808-EDTA 

 

 

EDTA at 2.8 & 

2.26ppm. Trimesic 

acid at 8.24 ppm 

EDTA

Trimesic acid
mR = (

EDTA. 1H Int.

NHEDTA.
) ∗ (

NHTrimesic acid

Trimesic acid. 1H Int.
) 

EDTA

Trimesic acid
mR = (

10.46

4.0
) ∗ (

3.0

3.0
) = 2.61 
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Appendix 7-Calculation of LUB for resin column adsorption 

 

Total bed capacity = Area A 

Unused bed capacity = Area B 

𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑒𝑑 

𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑑
=

𝑈𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
 

For Co2+  

Length of unused bed = 
286 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠

721.7 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠
× 5 𝑐𝑚 = 1.98 cm 

For Ni2+  

Length of unused bed = 
 455.5 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠

940.5 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠
× 5 𝑐𝑚 = 2.42 cm 

Used bed length = 5 cm -1.98 cm = 3.02 cm  

 

 

 

 

Area A 

Area B 
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Appendix 8-Adsorption experiments for MOF-808 in single metal solutions 

Adsorbent Metal 

adsorb

ate 

adsorbate 

initial 

concentration 

(mg L
-1

) 

Initial 

solution 

pH 

mass (g) Solution 

volume 

(mL) 

Concentration 

(mg L
-1

) 

Removal 

% 

Adsorption 

capacity(mg/g) 

MOF-808-

EDTA 

Ni 2000 2 0.1 20 1734.81 12.02 47.4 

MOF-808-

EDTA 

Ni 2000 4 0.1 20 1730.57 12.23 48.23 

MOF-808-

EDTA 

Ni 2000 6 0.1 20 1733.75 12.07 47.6 

MOF-808-

EDTA 

Co 600 2 0.1 20 470.37 22.55 27.39 

MOF-808-

EDTA 

Co 600 4 0.1 20 432.46 28.8 34.98 

MOF-808-

EDTA 

Co 600 6 0.1 20 437.35 27.99 34 

MOF-808 Ni 2000 2 0.1 25 1965.46 0.7 3.46 

MOF-808 Ni 2000 4 0.1 25 1941.13 1.92 9.5 

MOF-808 Ni 2000 6 0.1 25 1950.65 1.44 7.13 

MOF-808 Co 600 2 0.1 25 617.14 1.37 2.14 

MOF-808 Co 600 4 0.1 25 623.26 0.39 0.61 

MOF-808 Co 600 6 0.1 25 625.7 0 0 

MOF-808-

Benzoate 

Ni 2000 2 0.1 20 1951.71 2.28 9.11 

MOF-808-

Benzoate 

Ni 2000 4 0.1 20 1992.97 0.21 0.84 

MOF-808-

Benzoate 

Ni 2000 6 0.1 20 1995.09 0.11 0.44 

MOF-808-

Benzoate 

Co 600 2 0.1 20 580.45 2.86 3.42 

MOF-808-

Benzoate 

Co 600 4 0.1 20 592.68 0.82 0.98 

MOF-808-

Benzoate 

Co 600 6 0.1 20 593.9 0.01 0.01 

MOF-808 

DHBA 

Ni 2000 2 0.1 20 1964.4 1.64 6.55 
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Appendix 9-Metal adsorption in simulated solution -ICP-OES results summary  

 

 

MOF-808 

DHBA 

Ni 2000 4 0.1 20 1994.03 0.16 0.64 

MOF-808 

DHBA 

Ni 2000 6 0.1 20 1997.2 0 0 

MOF-808 

DHBA 

Co 600 2 0.1 20 558.43 6.55 7.83 

MOF-808 

DHBA 

Co 600 4 0.1 20 574.33 3.89 4.65 

MOF-808 

DHBA 

Co 600 6 0.1 20 600.02 0 0 

Sample type 

Al Co Cu Fe Li Mn Ni Al Co Cu Fe Li Mn Ni 

Removal % Adsorption capacity (mg/g) 

MOF-808-EDTA in synthetic solution-20 mLg-1   - 4.4  -  - 1.9 1.5 41.8  - 1 - - 0.3 0.3 34.5 

MOF-808-EDTA in synthetic solution -40 mLg-1  - 2.8  -  - -4.2 -4.2 66.5  - 0.3 0 - -0.3 -0.4 27.4 


